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ABSTRACT
This investigation achieves two objectives. The first
objective renders every robot on the production floor
"alike"
via a single robot configuration file. The second objective
eliminates the tedious routine of teaching and reteaching robotic
locations on-line by an operator or engineer. The functionality
of these software solutions is demonstrated using the AdeptOne
Scara robot, but the impact of this system is far beyond Adept.
The code listings included within this thesis are specific to the
AdeptOne controller, but the concepts developed and demonstrated
herein may be extended to any sophisticated robot controller and
programming language.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 ROBOTICS
According to Arthur J. Critchlow CI], robotics is defined as
the collection of activities involving the design, build, and
utilization of robots. The "official" definition of an
industrial robot, provided by the Robotics Industries Association
(RIA), is the following: An industrial robot is a
reprogrammable, multifunctional manipulator designed to move
materials, parts, tools, or special devices through variable
programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks.
Introduced in the early 1960s, industrial robots were originally
meant to replace humans in operations that were heavy, dirty,
dangerous, etc., that is, for worker protection and safety.
Since then, the list of tasks the industrial robot can perform
has increased to Include many jobs which are considered
"undesirable". Such jobs include floor scrubbing, window
washing, concrete spreading, security guarding, medical
assistance, food preparation, etc. The expectation list and
popularity of robots keeps growing with every generation.
1.2 ROBOTS
Most industrial robots in use today
are'
mounted to a base
which is bolted to the floor. The body is attached to the base,
and the arm is attached to the body. At the end of the arm is a
wrist, which can be oriented in a variety of positions. A series
of joints enable relative movements between the body, arm, and
wrist. These joints usually allow either linear or rotational
movements. Together,- the body, arm, and wrist assembly
constitute what is commonly known as the manipulator. Each
motion of the manipulator, along either the linear or rotational
axes, is controlled and regulated by independent actuators which
use electric, pneumatic, or hydraulic power supplies. For
articulated arm robots, the manipulator can provide motions
similar to that of a human arm and hand.
Attached to the robot's wrist is an end effector (also
referred to as end-of-arm-tooling). The end effector is not
considered part of the robot's anatomy. The manipulator arm and
body joints are used to position the end effector at some point
in space, while the wrist joint orients it. The end effector,
usually custom designed, is what actually enables a
general-
purpose robot to perform specific tasks. Conventional end
effectors include grippers, hooks, scoops, vacuum cups, fingers,
spray guns, and attachments for spot and arc welding or cutting,
power tools for drilling, nut driving, deburring, and measuring
instruments such as dial indicators and lasers. After the
functional requirements of the end effector for an application
have been specified, factors such as payload and cost are
considered.
After the end effector design or selection is complete, the
robot is programmed to guide it through an application. The
robot controller is the communications, information processing,
and data storage system which initiates and terminates commands
for the movements of the robot. Usually, depending on the
specific application, the controller must do more than simply
move the robot arm through a series of points in space. It must
also be able to interface with all types of equipment within it's
workcell. For example, it may have to accept input from sensors,
vision systems, bar code readers, part feeding equipment and
other devices. Further, it may be required to communicate back
responses to a workcell controller in order to report data or
problems. All these input, output and communications functions
require much programming, debugging, and testing of software (in
addition to the application software) on the robot controller.
The most basic configuration for a single robotic station is
illustrated in the "System Configuration" diagram, Figure 1.1
C2].
Programmer's Terminal
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Manual Control
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Figure 1.1 t23 - System
Configuration
1.2.1 PRECISION OF MOVEMENT
NOTE: The following material (Section 1.2.1) is provided as
background information only. The information is compiled
primarily from Groover, Crithlow, Dieter, (see bibliography) and
my own experience in the Automation Laboratory.
Precision of movement is one of the most important measures
of performance for a robot. Precision of movement is what
ultimately determines the complexity of the task the robot will
be able to perform. According to Groover, precision is a
function of three factors:
(1) Spatial resolution
(2) Accuracy
(3) Repeatability
1.2.1.1 SPATIAL RESOLUTION
Spatial resolution is the smallest increment of movement
into which the robot can divide its path. It depends on two
factors. These factors are the system's control resolution and
the robot's mechanical inaccuracies.
Control resolution is the controller's ability to divide the
total range of movement for a particular joint into individual
increments that can be addressed within the controller. The bit
storage capacity of the robot's control memory governs the number
of identifiable increments available. The number of increments
(addressable points) for a particular axis is given by the
relation:
number of increments = 2"
where n = the number of bits in the control memory. For example,
the control resolution for a one degree of freedom robot with a
sliding range of 1.0 m and a 12-bit storage capacity is 1000 mm /
21 *
, which equals 0.244 mm. A robot with several degrees of
freedom has a different control resolution for each joint of
motion.
The mechanical inaccuracies which contribute most
significantly to the robot's spacial resolution include:
1) Horizontal and vertical elastic deflection in
structural members due to the force of gravity. Heavier
workloads induce greater deflections in the robot's
mechanical linkages, ultimately resulting in lower
local and global accuracy.
2) Gear backlash, bearing play, belt slack.
3) Windup of "long" rotary members which twist under
torque.
4) Leakage of hydraulic fluids.
5) Manufacturing errors such as discrepancies in machining
and assembly techniques of the robot components.
6) Acceleration of the arm. Dynamic forces may act in any
direction when heavy loads are thrust about in the
workspace.
7) The condition of maintenance of the robot.
8) Thermal effects on mechanical components, etc.
9) The position of the arm within the workspace, e.g.,
accuracy within the work envelope tends to be worst
when the robot arm is fully extended and best when the
arm is closest to the base.
10) Rigidity of the robot base, e.g., effects of floor
vibration and compliance.
Because errors are magnified by large components, the larger the
robot, the greater the above inaccuracies tend to become.
Suppose a programmer instructs a robot to move to a
specified start and end location using straight line motion.
Before execution of the motion, the robot controller must
calculate the sequence of individual points necessary for the
robot to follow a straight line trajectory. The number of points
into which the robot can divide its path is, of course, a
function of its spatial resolution. The greater the number of
increments the controller can divide its trajectory into, the
better the robot's path can be controlled. Spatial resolution
can ultimately be improved by increasing the bit capacity of the
control memory, but this is only effective up to the point before
mechanical inaccuracies begin to dominate the system.
1.2.1.2 ACCURACY
Accuracy refers to a robot's ability to position its wrist
at a desired target point within the work envelope. Ignoring
mechanical inaccuracies, accuracy is defined (in its worst case)
as one half of the robot's control resolution. This worst case
occurs when the target point is located directly between two
addressable control points. Please reference Figure 1.2 C41.
Figure 1.2 illustrates accuracy and control resolution with
mechanical inaccuracies assumed to be zero. Because mechanical
inaccuracies are prevalent in any robotic system, Figure 1.3 [53
is a better depiction of the realistic situation. It illustrates
accuracy and spatial resolution including the system's mechanical
inaccuracies represented by a statistical distribution.
When it comes to actually verifying accuracy, an accuracy of
even + 0.005 millimeters would be difficult to check. Such
verification requires precision measuring instruments capable of
measuring the position of the end effector in reference to the
robot base reference location with an overall accuracy of 0.005
millimeters under all conditions of temperature, acceleration,
velocity, and loading.
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Figure 1.2 [41 - Accuracy and Control Resolution with Mechanical
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Figure 1.3 [53 - Accuracy and Spatial Resolution with Mechanical
Inaccuracies Statistically Distributed
1.2.1.3 REPEATABILITY
Repeatability is the robot's ability to return to or
position its wrist at a previously recorded point in space.
Accuracy and repeatability require very different control
capabilities. Accuracy requires the robot control system to be
able to move precisely to an identified target point.
Repeatability requires the robot control system to return to a
preprogrammed point when commanded to do so. Under the same
conditions, repeatability is a far less stringent criterion than
accuracy. As long as parameters such as forces and temperature
have not changed, one can expect successive
"repeatability"
values to be the same, however poor accuracy may be. For
example, deflection of the manipulator due to gravity will cause
the same error over and over again. Therefore, the robot's
"repeatability" is not affected. Gear backlash, on the other
hand, varies repeatability with every move of the manipulator,
because the error is different at various positions within the
workspace.
Figure 1.4 [6] illustrates both repeatability and accuracy.
In the figure, the robot's target destination is designated with
the letter 'T'. If the robot is commanded to move to point T, it
actually moves to point P. The difference between points T and P
is the measure of the robot's accuracy. When the robot is asked
10
to return to point T a second time, it actually returns to yet
another location. This location is denoted by the letter 'R'.
The difference between points P and R is the measure of the
robot's repeatability. The magnitude of this error (the distance
between the two points) can be determined using the following
equation. Let points P and R be represented by:
P(Xi ,y, ,z, ) and R(x ,ye ,ze )
Magnitude of error = PR = V(xe - x, )8 + <ye y, )a + <ze - z, )a
Subsequent repetitions of the motion demonstrate that the robot
will not continually repeat to the same position R. Instead,
there forms a cluster of points on both sides of point P. This
point cluster (repeatability errors) exhibits a statistical
distribution as indicated by Figure 1.4 [63.
Joint inaccuracies take principal responsibility for
repeatability errors. Individually, each joint's repeatability
errors are not normally distributed. However, when the errors
from several joints are combined, the central limit theorem of
probability governs the distribution of the aggregate error [33.
The central limit theorem states that even though individual
errors come from distributions other than normal, the aggregate
error will form a normally distributed random variable.
Therefore, the repeatability error for a robot with several
11
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Figure 1.4 [63 - Repeatability and Accuracy
degrees of freedom is approximately normal.
In three-dimensional space, repeatability errors form an
ellipsoidal distribution around pre-programmed points. This
ellipsoidal shape is most likely attributed to the robot
manipulator's response to forces or torques exerted against it.
This response is commonly referred to as compliance. The size of
the "repeatability ellipsoid" is typically largest in the regions
of the workspace that are furthest away from the base and center
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of the robot.
In most cases, compliance of the robot arm is greater in one
direction than another due to the mechanical construction and
limitations of the arm. Compliance reduces the robot's precision
of movement under a load. Again, the deflection of the robot's
arm is much greater when carrying a heavy load than when carrying
a light load. Therefore, the robot's performance is sure to
suffer if it is programmed either on or off-line, under no-load
conditions, and then later operated under loaded conditions.
Feedback devices are an integral part of the robot's control
system. They transmit information to the control system on the
position of various robot joints and linkages. In closed-loop
control, the system automatically measures the degree to which
the robot's movements conform to the desired response. This
feedback is then used to drive the system into conformance if
there is a discrepancy. In other words, the system is self-
correcting and the accuracy of motion is constantly monitored.
1.2.2 LOCATIONS AND THE MANUAL CONTROL PENDANT
Within this text, a distinction is made between a
"point"
and a "location". The former term refers to a point in space
defined by distinct X, Y, and Z coordinates, whereas a location
refers to a point in the workspace and an orientation at that
13
point. Location variables provide a means for referring to
location values using meaningful names. Within application
programs, the robot is directed to return to previously recorded
locations to either pick up parts or perform operations such as
painting, welding, and fastening in order to complete specific
tasks or jobs.
The most common way of teaching the robot to which locations
it must move incorporates a manual control pendant (MCP). The
MCP is a control box which hangs from a cord, like a pendant, and
contains the push buttons and switches necessary to control any
sequence of movements using the robot arm. Please reference
"Manual Control Pendant", Figure 1.5 [73. Pressing the proper
control button on the MCP applies a signal to the servo
amplifier, which in turn causes the appropriate manipulator link
to move. After the desired point is reached, the "record" button
is pressed to store the point coordinates in the controller's
memory. The manual control pendant can control both the position
and velocity of all axes of the robot arm.
1.2.3 OFF-LINE PROGRAMMING
"Most commercial off-line programming systems are fine for
prototyping but can't be used as production
tools." [83
Ronald Lumla
Intelligent Controls Group Leader
Robot Systems Division
National Institute of Standards and Technology
14
Figure 1.5 [73 - Manual Control Pendant
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Textual programming methods and a simple computer terminal
with which the programmer can input program instructions, allow
an English-type language to establish the logic and sequence of
the work to be performed by the robot. An enhancement to textual
programming is to enter a program completely off-line, without
using a teach pendant to define application locations. The
greatest advantage to off-line programming is accomplishing the
programming without ever taking the robot out of production.
Another advantage to off-line programming is that application
programs could be run in advance to simulate the movements of the
robot without ever actually moving the manipulator. Instead, the
computer display would simulate the movements of the robot on a
screen to assist program development.
Presently, all methods of programming for precision assembly
operations require the participation of the robot. If off-line
programming for assembly operations was a reality, programs could
be written using any computer then downloaded at a convenient
time to the robot. The greatest difficulty in off-line
programming is defining the spatial locations of positions to be
used during the work cycle. Off-line programming of a robot
requires the ability to describe to the robot controller
appropriate locations in the robot's own coordinate system.
Though various simulation packages claim to have the
capability to download code to an actual robot, in reality such
16
code would be useless to a robot performing precision assembly
operations until the points (locations) were "touched-up" on
site. There is no way for a canned simulation model to be the
same as the robot's real world. After all, no two workcells or
robots can ever be exactly the same. There will always be some
positional error between the actual physical objects in the work
environment and the computer model. For difficult tasks such as
assembly operations, the positional errors between a simulation
and the robots world can mean the difference between success and
failure.
1.3 FLEXIBLE ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS
Manufacturing is the process by which raw materials are
converted into useful products. "Assembly" is the last step in
the manufacturing process. It is in this last step that
individual components are assembled either manually or by
automatic equipment into the final product. Assembly and
disassembly are both critical phases of manufacturing. Assembly,
in most cases, contributes significantly to the product's unit
manufacturing cost (UMC). Disassembly is a significant
contributor to the product's future servicing cost.
Because of its high degree of variability, assembly has been
an area difficult to automate. Much of the progress in
17
automating manufacturing functions is closely related to focusing
efforts on integrating separate operations and activities into
one interactive system. A flexible assembly system (FAS) is an
extraordinary example of just such an interactive system. It can
be modified for increased flexibility in order to assemble
various types and quantities of products or subsystems
concurrently with market demand. Flexible assembly systems
utilize computer cojntrols, interchangeable and reprogrammable
feeding devices, coded pallets, automated guided vehicles,
material handling and storage / retrieval systems to achieve
their flexibility. Many companies today are replacing previously
dedicated assembly lines with such flexible systems.
The individual stations within a FAS cell are arranged in such
a way as to yield optimum efficiency and cost as well as to
assure an orderly flow of materials, parts, and products through
the system. Physically, the stations can be arranged along a
line, in a U or L shape, or in a complete loop. Please reference
Figures 1.6 [93 and 1.7 [103. Figure 1.6 offers a view of a
flexible assembly line made up of multiple workcells located
around a common conveyor, whereas Figure 1.7 provides a closeup
view of what a single scara workcell might look like.
18
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1.3.1 MASTER CELL CONTROLLER
The master cell controller (central computer) is vital to
the FAS cell operation. At the very least, the master cell
controller must control the devices which are used for
transporting raw materials and parts, in various stages of
completion, from station to station within the cell. This means
interfacing with conveyor modules, barcode readers, as well as
robots and part feeders, depending on how the cell is designed.
To promote competent performance in its supervisory capacity, the
cell controller will ideally support a broad array of available
software packages. Such packages enable statistical process /
quality control, equipment utilization reporting, job scheduling
and materials resource planning. The ability to process the
information held in various databases is what actually allows the
cell controller to make good solid decisions regarding future
cell activities based on past performance, production needs and
inventory.
1.3.2 BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS OF FAS
Many of the greatest benefits associated with using FAS over
conventional systems are [113:
(1) Parts can be produced in random order for a lower unit cost
21
in batch sizes as small as one.
(2) Direct labor and inventories are reduced with savings
estimated at 80 to 90 percent.
(3) Machine utilization is often as high as 90 percent.
(4) Shorter lead times are required for product changeovers.
(5) Production is more reliable, because the system is self-
correcting and product quality is uniform.
(6) Work-in-progress inventories are reduced.
Traditionally, the most effective FAS applications have
been in medium-volume (15,000 - 35,000 aggregate parts per year),
batch production. High-volume (35,000 + aggregate parts per
year), low-variety part production is best obtained from
dedicated equipment. [123
There are drawbacks to FAS as well. In most instances, the
effort required to set up and maintain a FAS cell is far greater
than one could imagine. Typically, a FAS cell can take between
two and five years to install and at least six months to debug.
[133 Some of these set-up and maintenance difficulties are
attributed to the many complexities added to the systems in an
effort to make them both unmanned and flexible. Specifically,
the difficulties are attributed to the complex control
architecture, the high speed computing necessary for real time
processing of data, the need for above and beyond traditional
diagnostic tools, either automatic or semiautomatic error
22
recovery, etc.
FAS installations are very costly, typically starting at
well over $1 million. Consequently, a thorough cost-benefit
analysis must be conducted before a final investment decision is
made. The financial analysis must include the costs of capital,
energy, materials, and labor, expected markets for the products
being manufactured, and anticipated fluctuations in market demand
and product type.
.Although FAS requires few, if any, machine
operators, the personnel involved with the total operation must
be trained and highly skilled. These personnel include
manufacturing engineers, maintenance engineers, and computer
programmers.
1.4 IMPACTS OF AUTOMATING
1.4.1 THE NEED
American industry is up to its assets in a global
competition for manufacturing supremacy, and we're
losing more battles than we're winning.
For decades, America led the crusade for a global
market economy. Now that it exists, the very
foundation of our national prosperity and economic
strength - manufacturing - is losing its competitive
edge. That loss has been stunning. In less than five
years, America went from being the world's greatest
creditor nation to its largest debtor. That
ignominious reversal closed hundreds of US factories
in the mid '80s as rising import rates squeezed
company after company out of the market. America's
share of the world manufacturing trade plunged from
23
15*/. in 1970 to 10.5% in 1987.
The implications of our competitive decline are
nationwide. Roughly half the jobs in America are in
either manufacturing or related service companies.
Industry pays the nation's highest wages. Our
productivity and savings rates ebb and flow with
manufacturing. Every American's prosperity depends
upon the prosperity of US industry. [143
The cost of a product is often the overriding consideration
in its marketability and general customer satisfaction.
Typically, manufacturing costs represent about 40 percent of a
product's selling price. Assembly costs alone make-up between 25
and 50 percent of the total cost of manufacturing. In a
manufacturing facility, the percentage of workers usually
involved in assembly operations ranges from 20 to 60 percent. In
the electronics industries, some 40 to 60 percent of total wages
are paid to assembly workers. [153
A difficult challenge, posed by the competition, is what has
finally driven industry to automate their manufacturing
processes. The challenge is to improve productivity and product
quality, while simultaneously shortening product to market lead
time, increasing flexibility of operation, reaching broader
market segments across the entire price spectrum, and decreasing
manufacturing costs in the process. Through the
use of
automation, manufacturers hope to enhance their competitive
position in today's international marketplace.
24
1.4.1 THE RISKS
Although automation offers exciting benefits, one must also
recognize the potential disadvantages and limitations of these
technologies and their impact on the work force.
The past decade was one of disillusion for many US
firms investing in advanced manufacturing technology
(AMT). Early robots were unreliable, flexible
machining systems (FMS) installations ended up as
white elephants,, and too often nothing happened when
manufacturers turned the key in turnkeys. Many firms
were so disillusioned that they curtailed their rate
of investment in AMT and are now falling behind their
Japanese counterparts. In the past five years, the
Japanese have outspent US firms two to one on
automation equipment. [163
The fear of unemployment persists despite strong evidence
that advances in technology create more jobs - or at least
maintain the same number - rather than eliminating them.
Although projections indicate that there will be fewer jobs
available for machine tool operators and tool and die workers,
there will be major increases in the number of computer service
technicians and maintenance electricians. The generally low
skilled, direct labor force presently engaged in traditional
manufacturing functions will shift to an indirect labor force
engaged in computer programming, information processing, CAD/CAM,
and other high technology tasks essential to computer integrated
manufacturing. Development of more user - friendly computer
software is making retraining / transition of the work force much
25
easier and more manageable.
1.4.2 IMPACTS OF SUCCESSFUL AUTOMATION
On the basis of continual advances made in various areas of
manufacturing technology and computer controls, one envisions the
factory of the future as a fully automated facility in which
human beings need not be directly involved with production on the
shop floor. All manufacturing, material handling, assembly.
inspection, packaging, processing of incoming orders, production
planning and scheduling, cost accounting, and various decision
making processes (usually performed by management), etc. will be
performed automatically by computers or computer controlled
machinery and equipment. The role of humans would be confined to
supervising, performing preventative maintenance, and upgrading
machines and equipment (both hardware and software); shipping and
receiving supplies and finished products; and programming,
upgrading, and monitoring computers (both hardware and software).
Achievement of a positive, long-term
"marriage" between
people and technology is critical for the factory of the future
to succeed. This contention is supported by a 1988 study done by
John Krafcik of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In
his study of 31 automotive plants around the world, he determined
that Japan, due to its commitment to involve its workers in
26
production decisions, is the only country to successfully link
automation to both productivity and flexibility.
In the U.S., General Motors has provided an example of
implementing technology with minimal attention to its
relation to the workforce. Most manufacturers are
aware that, between 1980 and 1987, General Motors
spent $42 billion on plant automation but gained
neither market share nor productivity. Maintaining
our competitive position does not necessarily mean
just hasty deployment of advanced technology.
Technology without people will not save American
manufacturers. [173
The reliability of machines, control systems, and power
supplies is also crucial to full factory automation. A local or
general breakdown in machinery, computers, power, or
communications networks will, without rapid human intervention,
cripple production. The computer integrated factory of the
future must always be capable of rerouting materials and
production flows to other machines and to the control of other
computers in case of emergencies.
Although economic considerations and trade-offs are crucial,
companies that select not to install computer integrated
operations are in jeopardy. It is a widely recognized fact that,
in a highly competitive marketplace, rapid adaptability is
essential to the very survival of the manufacturing organization.
Flexible assembly systems is but one of the many advanced
manufacturing technologies available to industry to help it
compete in today's competitive marketplace. The problems
27
identified and solved below are just the tip of the iceberg of
those needed to be addressed before flexible assembly systems
technology can be accepted as a viable and cost effective
solution by a majority of manufacturers in the United States.
28
CHAPTER 2
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
References to a particular flexible assembly .systemare made
throughout the remainder of this text. This system is the FAS
III flexible assembly cell presently found in a research and
development laboratory at Xerox Corporation, Webster, New York.
The design of the cell was initiated in 1984 to meet Xerox's
projected business need. This business need required
manufacturing to produce products concurrently with market demand
in a just in time (JIT) computer integrated manufacturing (CIM)
environment. The roman numeral 'III' signifies that the flexible
assembly system development project is in its third phase. It is
within this third phase that devices such as robots, conveyors,
vision systems, barcode readers, etc., were integrated to a DEC
cell controller. FAS Phase IV will be to roll the technologies
developed within the Automation Laboratory out onto the
production floor.
2.1 OBJECTIVE 1: MAKING PRODUCTION FLOOR ROBOTS
"ALIKE" VIA A
SINGLE CONFIGURATION FILE
Each robotic station within the FAS III flexible assembly
cell consists of four conveyor work positions and three highway
queue positions. Please reference the "FAS Cell
Layout" diagram,
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XFigure 2.1. In the diagram, the central rectangular blocks
represent main conveyor modules. The circular shapes represent
robots and their workspaces. The conveyor work positions in
front of each robot are each labeled with the letters F - I. The
rectangle at the top of the diagram illustrates a manual
workstation. This station would typically be used for manual
rework of assemblies in case a problem is encountered at any one
of the robotic stations. Including this station as part of a FAS
cell layout allows pallets to be routed into and out of the
manual station automatically, without interrupting the flow of
work through the cell. Additional robotic or manual workstations
and conveyor modules can be added or removed from the cell
without changing the system control architecture.
The coordination of the robotic stations with the main
conveyor highway is under control of the FAS III master cell
controller. One of the cell controller's responsibilities is to
route pallets to the stations after the robot has requested them
for a specific job. If a robotic station goes down, the master
controller has the capability of off-loading its job to another
station. This flexibility implies that a particular job can be
dispatched to multiple robot stations. In reality, this is not
the case. Jobs cannot be transferred from robot to robot without
additional programming or the reteaching of points.
This reality
is not acceptable within a FAS environment.
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FAS involves a major upfront capital investment; therefore,
efficient machine utilization is essential. Machines and robots
cannot stand idly by during lengthy set-ups while application
programs are switched from one robot to another. Not
differentiating between robots (i.e., possessing the capability
to transfer jobs automatically between robots) is a necessity if
FAS scheduling is to be truly flexible. This flexibility enables
quick response to equipment emergencies and changes in product
type and quantity. Scheduling flexibility is a major contributor
to the "pro" FAS manufacturing financial justification equation.
The first objective of this investigation is to make every
robot on the production floor "alike" via a single configuration
file. This Implies transferring jobs from robot to robot without
human intervention and without holding up production in the cell.
2.2 OBJECTIVE 2: ELIMINATING THE NECESSITY OF TEACHING POINTS
The so-called "teaching playback" method is widely adopted
for positioning locations. (Please see "Locations and the Manual
Control Pendant", Section 1.2.2, pp., 13 - 15.) This method is
tedious, time consuming and inaccurate, since decisions
concerning the grasping and working points on assembly
components
are based on human visual confirmation. Production lines must be
stopped, since the operator uses a real robot on the line for
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this purpose. Crawling into the robot's cage for the purpose of
teaching points may ultimately pose a safety risk to the robot
operator or engineer.
The Production Engineering Research Laboratory at HITACHI
LIMITED has quantified the time required for position teaching
using a SCARA type robot with only four degrees-of-freedom. They
reported their findings as follows:
Approximately -2.9 minutes are necessary to teach
each position point within a robotic application.
Further analysis shows that more than QOY. of the time
is consumed in actual positioning and in trial /
confirmation and correction. This is because an
operator checks collisionless insertion and / or
grasping of a part at the center of an end-effector
visually while moving the end-effector manually. In
some tasks, more than one hundred points must be
taught in this manner, and therefore more than half a
day is required for teaching. Moreover, at least one
or two re-teaching sessions per week are often
necessary for product changes. Thus, reduction of
teaching time constitutes a pressing requirement, but
no effective way of achieving this has been introduced
at the present time. [183
Because manufacturing production time is so expensive, one
should never have to tie up a robot within the production cell to
write an application program and teach points. Points should be
calculated, implemented, and debugged directly from CAD data
off-line and away from the production floor robot. After this
process is completed, without disrupting the work going on in the
cell, the application should be downloaded to any robot within
the manufacturing cell via an available communications line
(i.e., over a MAP network).
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The second objective of this investigation is to eliminate
the necessity of teaching points on-line by an operator or
engineer.
2.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM
Within the FAS III cell, pneumatic precision shot pin lift
units are used to repeatably position pallets on the conveyor in
front of the robots. The shot pin lift unit consists of four
pins, each pin in the corner of an imaginary square. The
distance between the individual shot pins is guaranteed to +
0.076 millimeters. The orientation of the shot pin unit with
respect to the robot's coordinate system is not guaranteed. If
additional shot pin units are installed around the robot, there
is no guarantee as to the additional shot pin units' orientations
with respect to each other and again with respect to the robot
coordinate system.
Please reference the "Robot Workspace Diagram", Figure 2.2.
The diagram illustrates this problem in the x,y plane. The right
hand rule determines the positive z orientation of all coordinate
axes to be out of the page. The z orientation of the robot's
coordinate system is not necessarily aligned with the z
coordinates of the shot pin units located at conveyor locations G
or H.
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ROBOTWORKSPACE
Robotworkspace and pallet locations
are as follows.
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Figure 2.2
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The discussion above describes the problem for a single robot
workspace. These problems compound in the case of a workcell
with multiple robots and multiple precision shot pin lift units.
Because "taught" locations are specific to a particular robot and
it's workspace, software written for robot A will not work for
robot B.
2.3.1 GEAR APPLICATION LOCATIONS
The following data, Table 2.1, illustrates the discrepancy
(in millimeters) between locations "taught" for a single
application (Section 3.1) on two different robots within the FAS
III cell. These "taught" locations had been used previously, for
a six month period, to demonstrate robot communication with the
master cell controller in the laboratory. This same application
program is used throughout this investigation to coordinate
assembly of a gear, housing and clip on either robot 31 or 32,
but this time without "taught" points. As indicated by the data,
the discrepancies in the z and y coordinates of the locations
appear to be more significant than those of the x values.
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Table 2.1
NOTE: X, Y, Z, dimensions are recorded in millimeters.
GEAR APPLICATION LOCATIONS
LOCATION NAME
assembly.pk
Robot 31
Robot 32
105.602
-104.646
-312.605
-324.48
531.532
540.448
Difference 0.96 11.88 8.92
clear. in
Robot 31
Robot 32
-217.890
-223.641
-424.012
-414.723
532.5701
543.2064
Difference -5.75 9.29 10.64
clear.out
Robot 31
Robot 32
151.231
149.087
-485.546
-490.281
537.3458
546.1036
Difference 2.14 -4.73 8.76
cllp.pl
Robot 31
Robot 32
107.532
104.875
-314.706
-321.211
559.7991
566.1854
Difference 2.66 -6.5 6.39
cup.pk
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
-200.876
-198.142
2.73
-273.842
-282.643
-8.8
559.6965
565.9605
6.26
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LOCATION NAME
cup.pl
gear.pl
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
houslng.pl
slide. in
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
slide.out
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
spreader.pk
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
106.699
104.671
2.03
103.926
106.620
-2.69
105.509
106.194
-0.68
-204.640
-214.339
-9.7
170.887
168.956
1.93
-65.4477
-66.3620
-0.91
-314.327
-322.511
-8.18
-317.958
-322.448
-4.49
-314.128
-323.411
-9.28
-435.638
-428.330
7.31
-469.647
-474.404
-4.76
-395.066
-405.750
-10.68
575.221
579.1368
3.92
526.1242
542.8194
16.7
536.4959
539.5320
3.04
534.3032
546.1036
11.8
531.7367
543.2064
11.47
558.8168
566.9064
8.09
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LOCATION NAME
spreader.pl
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
tool.holder
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
tool.out
-103.998
-107.272
-3.27
-342.067
-341.388
0.68
-313.597
-322.500
-8.9
-573.304
-578.865
-5.56
557.7485
566.4963
8.75
550.0721
558.6746
8.6
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
-343.624
-341.236
2.39
-436.371
-440.662
-4.29
558.648
562.895
4.25
tool.safe
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
framepts[7,l,03
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
framepts[7,l,13
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
-95.938
-95.932
0.01
303.4941
300.4499
-3.04
652.9323
651.3931
-1.54
-492.133
-492.549
-0.42
155.273
158.421
-3.15
207.6461
200.5578
-7.09
760.998
761.876
0.88
517.3902
527.8043
10.41
518.1312
529.0346
10.9
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LOCATION NAME
framepts[7,l,23
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
pallet. refs[7, 13
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
pallet. refsCS, 23
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
framepts[9,l,03
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
framepts[9,l,13
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
framepts[9,l,23
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
297.6771
296.7480
-0.93
303.4941
300.4499
-3.04
-230.085
-230.035
0.05
127.7071
124.5085
-3.2
477.1733
478.7001
1.53
126.2592
123.8635
-2.4
202.2642
196.1185
-6.15
155.273
158.421
-3.15
-409.192
-415.635
-6.44
-629.318
-635.364
-6.05
-273.708
-279.295
-5.59
-275.283
-280.420
-5.14
516.9303
529.5737
12.64
517.3902
527.8043
10.41
517.8793
527.5332
9.65
508.3512
515.2829
6.93
508.0171
515.9940
7.98
506.7013
515.8419
9.14
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LOCATION NAME
pallet.refs9, 13
Robot 31
Robot 32
Difference
127.7071
124.5085
-3.2
-629.318
-635.364
-6.05
508.3512
515.2829
6.93
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2.3.2 INVESTIGATION ASSUMPTIONS
(la) Every robotic station within the FAS cell must be configured
in exactly the same way if the intention of the programmer
is to have jobs transfer from robot to robot dynamically.
That is, if robot A has a force sensor which is critical to
the functionality of a specific application, robot B
requires a force sensor as well. The key to understanding
this assumption is in the phrase "critical to the
functionality of a specific application*- The software
works in the same manner with or without the force sensor.
The problem arises, for example, if the quality of the
product is no longer acceptable when made by the. robot not
equipped with the force sensor. The cost trade-offs of
configuring all production floor robots in the exact same
way must be weighed on a case by case basis by the design
teams implementing the production floor systems.
(lb) The robots within the FAS cell must have the same operating
system in order for the application and system software to
be able to run on all controllers.
(2) The robot must exhibit consistent positioning accuracy and
repeatability. The variation in robot calibration due to
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use, misuse, lack of use, wear, and encoders getting dirty
cannot degrade the robot's positioning accuracy beyond the
limits the station's assembly applications can tolerate.
(3) The load on the manipulator cannot cause degradation of the
robot's performance due to compliance. That is, the
manipulator must be relatively stiff or possess low
compliance. This is especially important when one
considers the implications of programming the robot either
on or off-line under no-load conditions and then later
operating a compliant robot under loaded conditions.
(4) Software can compensate for shot pin lift units being
slightly misoriented, but it cannot compensate for robots,
conveyors, or shot pin units cocked badly enough that
insertions are no longer straight along the z axis. That
is, a tool cannot grab a part squarely, or an instrument
designed to pick up a part by inserting its end top down
into a hole cannot pick up that part because it is inserted
at an angle. This investigation assumes that the robot is
seated squarely on its base relative to the conveyor.
(5) When there is no precision lift unit available, the
assumption must be made that locating parts or tools inside
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that pallet location is still within the robot's physical
limitations. Although it is a very costly enhancement,
adding machine vision to each robot within the cell could
ensure locating parts without the risk of damaging costly
tooling or components. Vision is an enhancement, it is not
a necessary component for this investigation.
(6) The wear on the locator holes (on the underside of the part
pallets) never becomes severe enough to degrade the accuracy
of positioning the pallet using the precision shot pin lift
unit.
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CHAPTER 3
SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 APPLICATION USED
3.1.1 GEAR ASSEMBLY OVERVIEW
NOTE: The gear assembly is a component that was originally
intended for a Xerox product to be launched in early 1985. The
product program was ultimately canceled in 1983. Therefore, the
gear assembly has been obsolete for many years prior to its use
for this investigation.
The gear assembly application code is written in the V*
Adept robot programming language. The code is complete with an
abstract detailing what function each program performs within the
gear application. Please reference the "Gear Assembly Source
Code" in Appendix D for a complete program listing and further
details.
The gear assembly consists of three components: a gear,
housing, and clip. The gear, housing, and clip fit together as
indicated in the "Gear Assembly" diagram. Figure 3.1. The gear
pallet is always routed into and out of conveyor location G.
Please reference the "Robot Workspace" diagram, Figure 2.2, p.,
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35. The housing pallet is always routed into and out of conveyor
location I. The tooling/clip/build pallet is always routed into
and out of location H.
The "Tooling/Clip/Build Pallet Diagram", Figure 3.2,
illustrates how the pallet is divided up into three distinct
areas. Area 1 contains a tool stand, area 2 a clip dispenser,
and area 3 a build area. If the application's pneumatic end
effector is not yet- attached to the robot arm, it is retrieved
automatically from the tool stand (area 1) prior to beginning the
build process. It is automatically returned back to it's stand
in area 1 at the end of a job. Area 3 contains the spreader and
cup needed to snap the clip onto the housing.
The program process coordinates the component assembly with
its sequence of program / function calls. Process begins by
picking up a gear at conveyor location G (area 1) and placing it
in the build area (area 3) of the tooling/clip/build pallet at
conveyor location H. The manipulator then travels to conveyor
location I (area 1), picks up a housing, returns to the build
area (area 3) at conveyor location H, and then drops the housing
onto the gear- To assist slipping the clip onto the housing, the
manipulator picks up the
"spreader" (still in area 3) and places
it on top of the housing. The manipulator now moves to area 2
(still on conveyor location H), obtains a clip from its
dispenser, and deposits it on top of the spreader, housing, and
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gear (area 3). The cup is retrieved (still in area 3) and used
to push the clip over the spreader onto the housing locking the
components together. Finally, the robot replaces the cup and
spreader back to their positioning holes, picks up the completed
assembly and returns it back to conveyor location G. The robot
continues to build assemblies until it completes its job, runs
out of parts, has a forced pallet purge, crashes, the panic
button is pressed, or is interrupted by the cell controller.
For applications to run in the complex FAS environment
requires strict adherence to programming and robot / workcell
communication guidelines. For further details on how to write
application programs for the FAS III system, please reference
Appendix F.
3.1.2 END EFFECTOR DESIGN
The end effector used for the gear assembly is an aluminum,
three-fingered, external, mechanical grlpper. It is classified
as an external (versus internal) gripper, because the objects it
grasps are grabbed along their outer rims. It is mechanical,
because it utilizes mechanical fingers actuated by a pneumatic
mechanism for its grasping function. The fingers are what
actually make contact with the object.
The fingers for this assembly are designed to be both
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attachable and replaceable for two basic reasons: these two
qualities allow for both wear and interchangeability.
Interchangeability is necessary to allow different sets of
fingers to be used with the same gripper mechanism to accommodate
different part models.
The function of the gripper mechanism is to translate
pneumatic power from the robot into the grasping action of the
fingers against the- part. The mechanism must be able to open and
close the fingers and also exert sufficient force against the
part when closed to hold it securely.
Two specific concepts are applied to this finger design in
order to ensure secure constraint of the gear, housing, spreader,
cup, and clip during assembly. The first concept is simply the
physical constriction of parts within the fingers. This is
accomplished by designing the contacting surfaces of the fingers
to conform with the approximate shape of the gear component
geometries (in this case, curved radii are matched with the outer
diameters of all the components). The second concept is holding
the part by friction between the fingers. The fingers must apply
a force that is sufficient for friction to retain the part
against gravity, acceleration, and any other forces that may
arise during the holding portion of the work cycle. For this
design, a small piece of rubber padding is glued to the inside of
the end effector finger tips to increase the coefficient of
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friction at the areas of the fingers which contact the gear
components.
3.2 CELL HARDWARE
3.2.1 CONVEYOR
A Shuttleworth conveyor system is the primary means of
transporting pallets and tooling between robotic stations. It is
completely modular so as to allow flexible assembly lines or
systems to be configured in almost any imaginable shape. (Please
see "Flexible Assembly Systems", Section 1.3, pp., 17 - 18.) For
all practical purposes, from the master cell controller's point
of view, the Shuttleworth conveyor is just one more piece of
equipment within the cell to control and monitor. From the
robot's perspective, the conveyor is simply an independent piece
of equipment crowding its station. Neither the cell controller
nor the robot are dependent on whether the conveyor is a
Shuttleworth or a Bosch. The precision shot pin lift units used
to position pallets within the robot's workspace are an accessory
to the Shuttleworth conveyor.
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3.2.2 ADEPT ONE ROBOT
3.2.2.1 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS AND CONTROLLER
According to the Adept System Operations / Applications
Training Manual provided by Adept Technology, Inc., the AdeptOne
robots used within the FAS III cell conform to the following
specifications:
Repeatability
Constant Temperature (X,Y): + 0.025 mm ( + 0.001 inches)
Cpnstant Temperature (X,Y,Z): + 0.051 mm (+ 0.002 inches)
Accuracy
Adept will not quote the accuracy of the AdeptOne robot;
therefore, there is no effective guarantee as to what
accuracy can actually be achieved.
Joint 1 Rotation
Joint 2 Rotation
Joint 3 Stroke
Joint 4 Rotation
300'
maximum
294'
maximum
295 mm (11.6 inches)
554"
maximum
Design Life 42,000 hours
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Power Requirements
Electrical power is supplied through the Adept controller
Compressed air @ 80 psi minimum, 120 psi maximum
V+, a superset of the VAL-II robot programming language, is
the Adept controller operating system. It is used to run a user-
definable multitasking environment. In multitasking
environments, several programs execute at the same time, thus
allowing asynchronous tasks to be controlled by separate
programs. Since today's microprocessors process instructions
serially (one instruction at a time), they cannot actually
process several programs at once. However, since processors are
extremely fast, it seems as though they do. Adept's operating
system allows up to 7 tasks (1 robot task and 6 pc tasks) to run
virtually simultaneously. Examples of pc tasks include:
communicating with a host computer or another robot, performing
vision functions and calculations, controlling external devices,
i.e., conveyors, parts feeders, etc., monitoring binary I/O, and
running an operator interface.
3.2.2.2 V* FUNCTIONS WHICH ENABLE THE IMPLEMENTED SOFTWARE
SOLUTIONS [193
NOTE: Sections 3.2.2.2 through 3.2.2.2.3 are paraphrased in part
from the V* Reference Guide published by Adept Technology, Inc.
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These sections are provided as reference only. For further
details, please consult the manual directly.
A transformation is a robot-independent representation of
the position and orientation of the robot end effector- Robot
independence is achieved by defining locations in terms of a
Cartesian X, Y, Z reference frame fixed to the base of the robot.
The tool orientation is defined by a single angle (roll) measured
from the coordinate axes. It is easy to modify transformations
to change a location, since this method of representing locations
is so closely related to the layout of the robot workspace. For
example, to shift a location in the X direction, only the X
component of the transformation needs to be adjusted. A minor
disadvantage in using transformations to represent locations is
the amount of computation that must be performed by the V*
system. Whenever a transformation is used to define the
destination of a robot motion, V* must convert the Cartesian
transformation representation into a set of robot joint angles so
that it will know how to move the individual joints. The
computations for this conversion take a small amount of time, and
can introduce small location errors. The following V* functions
were used to enable meeting the objectives of this investigation.
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3.2.2.2.1 FRAME
Syntax
FRAME(loc_l,loc_2,loc_3,loc_4)
Function
Returns a single transformation value accurately defining
both position and orientation of a three point plane.
Parameters
loc_l - Transformation whose position is used to define
the Y axis endpoint of the computed frame.
loc_2 - Transformation whose position is used to define
the X axis endpoint of the computed frame.
loc_3 - Transformation whose position is used to define
where the X and Y axes of the computed frame
intersect.
loc_4 - Transformation used to indicate the reference
(origin) location of the computed frame.
3.2.2.2.2 SHIFT
Syntax
SHIFT(transformation BY x_shift, y_shift, z_shift)
Function
Returns a transformation value calculated by shifting the
transformation parameter by the indicated x, y, and z
amounts in the world coordinate system.
Parameters
transformation - Transformation to be shifted.
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x_shift - Offset by which "transformation" will be shifted
in the x axis.
y_shift - Offset by which "transformation" will be shifted
in the y axis.
z_shift - Offset by which "transformation" will be shifted
in the z axis.
3.2.2.2.3 TRANS
Syntax
TRANS(x_offset, y_offset, z_offset,,,r_offset)
Function
Returns a transformation value calculated using the
indicated x, y, z, and rotation offsets.
Parameters
x_offset - x displacement component assigned to a location
variable, used in a compound transformation, or
in a motion request.
y_offset - y displacement component assigned to a location
variable, used in a compound transformation, or
in a motion request.
z_offset - z displacement component assigned to a location
variable, used in a compound transformation, or
in a motion request.
r_offset - roll displacement component assigned to a
location variable, used in a compound
transformation, or in a motion request.
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3.2.2.2.4 EXAMPLES
Sample Data
X
pinpts[7,03 = pinO 309.222 -146.418 212.696
pinpts[7,13 = pinl 645.116 198.083 212.768
pinpts[7,23 = pin2 304.503 193.395 210.892
ref.offset[7,l,03 = x = - 4.170
ref.offset[7,l,13 = y = 10.392
ref.offset[7,l,23 = z = - 304.671
1) SET frame. refs[73 = FRAME(pin2, pinl, pinO, pinO)
Frame. refs[73 is now a plane whose origin is located at:
frame. refs[73 309.222 -146.418 212.696
2) SET pallet. refs[7, 13 = SHIFT(frame.refs[73 BY x, y, z)
X Y Z
pallet. refs[7, 13 305.052 -136.026 -91.975
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3) SET pallet.refs[7, 13 = frame.refs[73:TRANS(x, y, z)
X Y Z
pallet.refs[7, 13 303.494 -155.273 517.390
Notice the drastic difference between the values obtained
using the SHIFT and TRANS functions. The SHIFT function simply
adds the x_shift, y_shift, and z_shift values to the
transformation in the Cartesian coordinate system. The TRANS
function, on the other hand, offsets the transformation in the
Tool coordinate system along the plane frame.refs[73. Please
reference the "Tool & World Mode Relationship" diagram, Figure
3.3 [203. For further clarification of how to calculate the
tool. , tooly , and tool, offsets for the TRANS function from known
points in the Cartesian coordinate system, please reference
Appendix G, "World to Pallet Coordinate System Transformation
Calculations".
3.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION
An inexpensive solution to the problems of making production
floor robots "alike" and off-line programming for a flexible
assembly cell were sought. A practical system which met all
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requirements was finally designed and implemented. It consists
of a shot pin locator probe and two separate software modules.
The first module is the Robot Configuration software. The second
module is the Pallet Configuration software. If the only goal of
this project were to eliminate teaching points, the above modules
could have been combined into a single unit. The reason the two
modules are divided as such is that in order to transfer jobs
from robot to robot, location variables housed within the Robot
Configuration module must be loaded into system memory
independently from the output file created by the Pallet
Configuration module. The locations within the robot
configuration file are specific to a particular robot whereas
everything created using the Pallet Configuration software is
specific to a particular application. Every robot that will run
an application needs the pallet configuration file specific to
that application and its own robot configuration file.
3.4 THEORY OF OPERATION
The user initializes the FAS cell by creating a robot
configuration file on each robot contained within the cell. This
initialization process is easy with the assistance of the Robot
Configuration software. The procedure is performed only once for
each robot unless something in the cell changes, i.e., the robot
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is moved or has not been used in a long period of time. All
applications that run on a particular robot use this same file to
calculate their locations. That is, robot 32 has its own
configuration file resident on its hard drive. Robot 31 has its
own configuration file resident on its own hard drive. Robot 22
has its own, etc. Assuming the user wants to run the gear
assembly application on any of the robots contained within the
flexible assembly cell, he / she will use the Pallet
Configuration software to create the gear.v2 configuration file.
To run gear.v2 on robot 32 the user simply loads robot 32's
configuration file and gear.v2 into robot 32's system memory.
The application is then ready to go. If the user for some reason
would now prefer to run the gear application on a different robot
(robot 31), he / she reroutes pallets to the appropriate queue
positions in robot 31's workspace and downloads gear.v2 to that
robot. When the execute command is later issued to robot 31,
robot 31 automatically loads its own robot configuration file and
creates the gear application locations in its own system memory
within its own controller.
3.5 ROBOT CONFIGURATION MODULE
The first module is the Robot Configuration software. The
purpose of the Robot Configuration software is to provide the
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robotic application programmer with a technique for mapping the
robot's workspace and creating a configuration file to reside on
the robot's hard drive. Mapping the workspace by teaching the
precision shot pin lift units provides the robot controller with
a blueprint of where its pallets will be. Please reference
"Limitations of the Present System", Section 2.3, pp., 34 - 36,
for a physical description of the shot pin lift unit.
Specifically, three shot pins are taught. One of the shot
pins serves as a reference, while the other two pins define the x
and y axis of a frame. The three taught locations create an
imaginary plane which defines exactly how a pallet will rest in
that conveyor position. All application locations are then
calculated by offsetting them from the reference pin in the
plane. The software is menu driven; therefore, the programmer
does not get involved with details such as the naming of location
variables and array indices.
3.5.1 SHOT PIN LOCATOR PROBE
The probe used to locate the conveyor shot pins is made of
aluminum. It fits over two different types of pin found within
the robot's workspace. The probe fits around the shot pin in the
same manner in which the pallet rests on it. Please reference
the "Shot Pin Locator" diagram, Figure 3.4. The function of the
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Shot Pin Locator
Pin Type A
r
Fits around
either pin
A
Pin Type B
Figure 3.4 - Shot Pin Locator
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locator probe is to help the user record the x, y, and z
coordinates of the shot pins when directed to do so by the robot
configuration software. When it is time to teach the conveyor
shot pins, the software prompts the user as to what actions to
take with messages displayed on the manual control pendant.
3.5.2 PROCEDURE FOR TEACHING SHOT PINS
The procedure for teaching the conveyor shot pins is as follows:
(1) Place manipulator in ready position.
(2) Calibrate.
(3) Load the Robot Configuration (robot.cfg) software.
The user is prompted to perform the following steps via
menus in the robot configuration software.
a) The shot pin locator probe is attached to the end
of the robot manipulator.
b) The conveyor location to be configured is entered.
(The selected conveyor location be designated with
the variable X, see Figure 2.2, p.35.)
c) The reference shot pin (pin furthest in the -x and
-y directions) is taught using the locator probe.
d) The REC/DONE key on manual control pendant is
pressed to record the coordinates of the taught
location.
e) The software automatically subtracts the length of
the probe from the z component of the pin
coordinate.
f) The X axis end pin (pin furthest in the +x and -t-y
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directions) is taught using the locator probe.
g) The REC/DONE key on manual control pendant is
pressed to record the coordinates of the taught
location.
h) The software automatically subtracts the length of
the probe from the z component of the pin
coordinate.
i) The Y axis end pin (pin furthest in the -x and *y
directions) is taught using the locator probe.
j) The REC/DONE key on manual control pendant is
pressed to record the coordinates of the taught
location.
k) The software automatically subtracts the length of
the probe from the z component of
'
the pin
coordinate.
1) The software calculates a FRAME for the selected
conveyor pallet location X.
m) The software inputs the taught locations into
location variables pinpts[X,03, plnpts[X,13, and
plnpts[X,23, respectively.
n) A plane is defined using the taught locations.
frame. refs[X3 = FRAME (pinpts[X,23, pinpts[X,13,
pinpts[X,03, pinpts [X,03)
(4) Steps b) - n) are repeated for each conveyor position
which includes precision shot pins.
(5) A robot configuration file (robotxxxx.cfg) is created.
(xxxx corresponds to the last four digits of the robot
serial number.)
3.5.3 SAMPLE CONTENTS OF ROBOT CONFIGURATION FILE
The following table, Table 3.1, contains six shot pin and
two frame reference locations specific to Robot 31; therefore, it
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is Robot 31's configuration file. It was created using the Robot
Configuration Software and Shot Pin Locator tool described above.
Every robot within the FAS III cell has the same file, but with
different locations (data) in it resident on its hard drive. The
file and contents are provided here to show the file format only.
A discussion of errors associated with the data in the file can
be found in Section 3.7.
Table 3.1 - Sample Robot Configuration File
frame. refs[73 309.222 -146.418 212.696
frame. refs[83 -415.863 -630.225 212.802
pinpts[7,03 309.222 -146.418 212.696
pinpts[7,13 645.116 198.083 212.768
pinpts[7,23 304.503 193.395 210.892
pinpts[8,03 -415.863 -630.225 212.802
pinptsC8,13 -78.590 -287.273 213.231
pinpts[8,23 -418.699 -289.968 211.888
3.6 PALLET CONFIGURATION MODULE
The second module is the Pallet Configuration software. The
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pallet configuration software is used by the application
programmer to automatically create a file of real, string, and
location values all specific to a particular robotic application
and its pallets. This module relieves the user from having to
write any V+ code except for the build program process. (See
Appendix F, "Writing Applications".)
3.6.1 ENTERING PALLET GEOMETRIES
Pallets used in the FAS III cell have various layouts. An
illustration of two such pallets is given below, Figure 3.5. The
shaded shapes represent different parts on the pallet. As can be
seen from the figure, the geometric configuration of pallets is
flexible. Pallets may have multiple tiers, multiple parts, and
missing part positions (illustrated by the triangular parts).
The process of palletizing involves using the same software to
automatically calculate part locations on a pallet, given the
pallet's geometry and a single known location. A
three-
dimensional array (pallet.configU) is the data structure used to
house the application's pallet information. The menu-driven
Pallet Configuration software queries the user to answer numerous
questions about each pallet. Then the software automatically
allocates assignments to the three dimensional pallet
configuration array. The following is a list of characteristics
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defined to describe pallet geometries to the application
software:
o o o
o o o
-
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Figure 3.5 - Pallet Geometries
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a) area row spacing
b) area column spacing
c) area tier spacing
d) area missing pockets (row / column cells without parts)
e) maximum number of rows in area
f) maximum number of columns in area
g) maximum number of tiers in area
h) maximum number of parts area can hold
i) area part name
j) area reference location
The pallet area is a section of the pallet that differs in
geometry and/or part type from the other sections. As
illustrated in Figure 3.5, the different tier levels represent
two different pallet areas. If this pallet had only one level,
it would still have two areas defined by the different part types
(circles and triangles). Pallet areas are the fundamental units
of pallets. If a pallet has more than one area, each area can be
palletized as though it were a separate pallet.
3.6.2 ENTERING CAD OFFSETS
CAD data for calculating locations is entered into the
application software as follows:
The programmer is prompted by a menu similar to the one below:
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LOCATION CONFIGURATION PROGRAM
1) Input Pallet Area Reference Location
2) Input Additional Locations
3) Quit
If the user selects 1), he/she will be prompted to:
Please indicate conveyor position to which location should be
referenced.
Input Pallet Area, (h for Help)
Input Reference Location x-Offset. (h for Help)
Input Reference Location y-Offset. (h for Help)
Input Reference Location z-Offset. (h for Help)
Input Reference Location rotation-Offset, (h for Help)
If the user selects 2), he/she will be prompted to:
Please indicate conveyor position to which location should be
referenced.
Input Location Name:
Input Location Index. (h for Help)
Input Location x-Offset. (h for Help)
Input Location y-Offset. (h for Help)
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VInput Location z-Offset. <h for Help)
Input Reference Location rotation-Offset, (h for Help)
In the background, the software is actually associating the
values input by the user with variables understood by the robot
controller (either ref.offsetn or loc.offsetn depending on
which option the user has selected). Please see Appendix G and
Appendix H to understand how the offsets for this investigation
were calculated. All details such as variable names and array
indices are again abstracted away from the programmer. How the
data is later used by the application is completely transparent
to the programmer.
3.6.3 EXAMPLE DRY RUN
Suppose the user has elected to input a Pallet Area
Reference Location. He / she then indicates that the location is
to be referenced to pallet location 7, area 1. The user then
inputs 100, 200, 300, and -45 millimeters respectively as the
offsets. The Pallet Configuration software then creates the
following variables:
ref.offset[7,l,03 = 100
ref.offset[7,l,13 = 200
ref.offset[7,l,23 = 300
ref.offset[7,l,33 = -45
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Now the user has elected to input Additional Locations.
He/she indicates that the location is to be referenced to pallet
location 8 with 150, 250, 350, and -90 millimeters respectively
as the offsets. The name of the location is "assembly. pk" and
its index is 1. The Pallet Configuration software then creates
the following variables:
loc.offset[8,l,03 = 150
loc.offset[8,l,13 = 250
loc.offset[8,l,23 = 350
loc.offset[8,l,33 = -90
Slocation[8,13 = "assembly.pk"
The user continues to define all the necessary locations for
a complete application. After the user has completed entering
all the necessary information about his / her pallets and
locations, the pallet configuration file is ready to be
processed.
To run an application, the user loads the file created with
the robot configuration software, the file created with the
pallet configuration software and the application library
software in the robot controller's memory. In the applications
library, there is a program called al. locations which has the
responsibility of mating the contents of the two configuration
files. The program palletize, responsible for directing the
manipulator to the actual pallet part locations, is found in the
applications library as well.
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3.6.4 ALLOCATIONS
The program al. locations creates application locations by
transforming the shot pin reference location, defined by the
offsets previously input by the user in the pallet configuration
file. If the location is to be a pallet reference location, it
is handled as follows:
SET pallet. refs[p,a3 = frame.refs[p3:TRANS(ref .offset[p,a,03,
ref.offset[p,a,13,ref.offset[p,a,23,ref.offset[p,a,03)
If the location is an additional location, it is handled with
the following segment of code:
SET location[p,13 = frame. refs[p3:TRANS(loc.offset[p,1,03,
loc.offset[p,l,13,loc.offset[p,l,23,loc.offset[p,l,03)
where for either case the variable 'p' designates the conveyor
pallet position,
'a' is the pallet area, and
'1' is the location
index. Al. location is executed automatically each time a new
application is run on one of the robot controllers within the FAS
cell. Therefore, besides having to input offsets from reference
shot pins in the workcell, the application programmer needs
little other information to run a robotic application on any
robot within the cell.
3.6.5 CALCULATION OF OFFSETS WITHOUT CAD DATA
In the future, offsets will truly come from a CAD
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workstation. The workstation would have a basic pallet design
equipped with the necessary shot pin locator holes on its base
and recommended part spacing dimensions, etc. The designer would
simply have to work out the details of the top of the pallet (the
shape and dimensions of the holes which will house parts) as
indicated by Figure 3.6 [213 and the offsets could automatically
be downloaded to the robot.
Development of a CAD system such as the one described above
would most likely take a single developer several years to
design, debug, and deploy; therefore, such a CAD interface was
not available for this investigation and a "backwards" approach
to getting shot pin reference offsets was utilized. The gear
application locations were taught and recorded in the robot's
World Coordinate System and transformed into the coordinate
system of the pallet to find the offsets needed to go from the
reference shot pin to the parts. The calculations in Appendix G
are included to clarify how this procedure was performed. The
calculations were programmed into the Lotus spreadsheet found in
Appendix H. The offsets were then used as input to the Pallet
Configuration module.
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3.7 SOURCES OF ERROR
The many sources of error within this system are discussed
below. Where possible, the error is quantified.
(1) error in the robot configuration file
a) play between the shot pins and the locator tool
b) error in teaching (i.e., the weight of the arm on the
pin, approach of the programmer, resolution of the
controller, etc.)
c) error in repositioning the shot pin lift unit
d) error in measurement of the length of the tool plus the
tool exchange system located at the end of the
manipulator
Please reference the "Robot Workspace" diagram, Figure 2.2,
p., 35. The cumulative error in millimeters at each shot pin is
displayed in Table 3.2 below. This error was quantified by
running the Robot Configuration Software and using the Shot Pin
Locator tool on both Robot 31 and Robot 32's workspace twenty
five times each. Please reference Appendix C for a complete
listing of the data collected.
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Table 3.2 - Shot Pin Error
Pin
Robot
31
Robot
32
7,0
+ 0.3621
+ 0.1157
7,1
0.5067
+ 0.0937
7,2
+ 0.2135
+ 0.1121
Pin 8,0 a,i 8,2
Robot
31
Robot
32
* 0.4477
+ 0.3357
+ 0.2223
+ 0.2518
+ 0.1305
* 0.1172
The data corresponds to location values read directly from
the robot controller's system memory after the shot pins had been
"taught". Specifically, the error is calculated by first finding
the average x, y, and z location value and then the standard x,
y, and z location value deviation for each shot pin. Finally,
the pin error is calculated using the relationship:
4 pin deviation * pin deviation * pin deviation
In the discussion of "Spacial Resolution", Section 1.2.1.1,
pp., 5-7, the statement was made that "accuracy within the work
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envelope tends to be worst when the robot arm is fully extended
and best when the arm is closest to the base". With the
exception of pin 7,1 on robot 32 this statement is strongly
supported by the data collected. There is no way to completely
eliminate these sources of error. At best, the programmer can
verify that his / her points are within the tolerances provided
and recognize that this error does exist in the work envelope.
(2) error in the pallet configuration file offsets
This error is attributed to the fact that the original gear
locations were visually confirmed and "taught" rather than
obtained from a CAD simulation. Please reference Section 3.6.5,
"Calculation of Offsets Without CAD Data," pp., 70 - 71. There
would be error associated with the CAD simulation as well, but
this error would be smaller in magnitude.
(3) error due to the robot
a) repeatability
b) accuracy
Please see Section 1.2.1, "Precision of Movement", pp., 5 - 13,
for a discussion of error attributable to the robot.
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(4) error due to the pallets
a) warp due to humidity
b) wear on the shot pin locator holes
For this investigation, an inexpensive styrofoam material was
used for the part pallets. In a production environment, an
appropriate material should be selected for the pallets to ensure
they will not warp or wear.
(5) error due to variability in the gap size between the robot's
pneumatic tool enchange system and various application end
effectors
This error is small and "repeatable" when the same tool is used
by the same robot over and over again. When using the same tool
on two or more robots, there will be a slightly more significant
variation in the gap size between each robot's tool exchange
system and the end effector as compared to each other. Either
way, the magnitude of this type of error plays a very small role
in the overall error analysis.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Two objectives were satisfied with this investigation.
First, the feasibility of using a single configuration file
resident on each robot's hard drive to map the robot's workcell
was demonstrated. Second, the ability to input location offsets
to designate where operations are to occur on pallets (an enabler
for off-line programming) was demonstrated. Using the robot
configuration file, it was also shown that jobs could be
transferred from robot to robot without assistance from the cell
operator and without having to reteach points. At the start of
this investigation, the gear assembling application program
consisted of twenty four "taught" locations. Now, there are
none.
The solutions presented are inexpensive. Because the
software is menu driven, programmers need little if any training
on how to use it. The only costs therefore are for the tooling,
and the original software development. Time and money savings
are achieved by standardizing application programming,
documentation, and maintenance procedures (abstracting detail
away from the programmer). A more subtle benefit of this
investigation is that the software presented allows inexperienced
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programmers and operators to take advantage of complex
technologies. Through the development of just such tools,
industry will be able to retrain people from their manual
assembly jobs to jobs such as programming or flexible assembly
cell maintenance.
Application selection to demonstrate off-line programming
was not important to this investigation. Any application would
have worked. Though the building of these particular "gear"
assemblies is insignificant (due to the fact that the gear
assembly is already 6 years obsolete), certainly the design
phases / steps (ie. design concepting, material selection,
program structuring, etc.), required for this investigation
will remain similar for all future application. What is.
important is that the concepts developed and demonstrated herein
may be extended to any sophisticated robot controller and
programming language!
The next step following this investigation is to design the
CAD interface software and simulation that could be used to
download the necessary assembly offsets for various applications
directly to the robot. This CAD interface will be a tremendous
development effort. The length of time for development will
certainly depend on the resources and talent allocated to the
project.
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In addition to the development of the CAD interface, all
applications selected to run within the flexible assembly cell
should be designed with strict design for assembly (DFA)
principles in mind. Part designers must realize the tremendous
impact their designs make on later manufacturability and unit
manufacturing cost (UMC).
Although this gear assembly application did work, it is not
as reliable as it could have been had it been designed better-
The fit of the housing on the gear is tight, especially the
initial placing of one part over the other due to the lack of
tapered edges on either piece. It is even difficult to separate
one from the other after the robot has built them. So many
problems can be avoided with easy part fits. Off-line
programming or even "point
teaching" would then be a much simpler
task. This one area should be given serious attention in any
follow-up work to this investigation.
Other areas which should be investigated include the
following:
a) Linking manufacturing software with emerging operating
systems and window environments.
b) Weighing alternatives for smarter pallet designs and
tolerances. Perhaps the designer would consider
putting a cup under the pallet to better fit the shot
pin locator hole, or selecting better materials for the
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pallets to make them more durable.
c> The effect of a load on the manipulator can cause
significant degradation of the robot's performance due
to compliance. Work can be done by a researcher to
understand or model the implications of programming the
robot either on or off-line under no-load conditions
and then later operating a compliant robot under loaded
conditions.
d) Software can compensate for shot pin lift units being
slightly misoriented, but it cannot compensate for
robots, conveyors, or shot pin units cocked badly
enough that insertions are no longer straight along the
z axis. That is, a tool can not grab a part squarely,
or a stabber cannot pick up a part because it is
inserted at an angle. Work in this area could benefit
the FAS cell with flexible end-of-arm tooling that
could respond appropriately to conditions such as a
cocked robot.
e) This investigation demanded that every conveyor pallet
location within the FAS cell contain a precision shot
pin lift unit if jobs were to be transferred. Because
precision shot pin lift units are expensive,
alternative approaches (e.g. machine vision) should be
investigated.
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There is much benefit to be reaped from addressing any of
the above areas. The bottom line is increased productivity with
lower operating costs and an even more flexible system. The
flexible assembly cell as a manufacturing advantage could then be
realized.
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Appendix A
Pallet Configuration Software
SYSSSYSDEVICE: [FAS3] PALLET. CFG ; 1 4-APR-1991 08:42:54.06
.PROGRAM cfg.errhandler()
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: September 7, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This function is called by the system whenever an error occurs
during the pallet configuring process. The only action taken is to cause
the program that initiated the error to proceed. Therefore, if errors occur,
the current program will proceed until its end or until the user is asked for
additional input.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
9 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
AUTO $str
$str = $ERROR (ERROR (0,0) )
TYPE $Str
TYPE "Proceeding. .
REACTE cfg.errhandler
RETURNE
END
PROGRAM cfg.getans($str , ^function, response)
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: February 1, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This function types the message in $str to the monitor and waits
for the user's input. If the input is 'h', the user is requesting help and
the help function given by $function is executed. The value of other user
input is returned to the caller within the parameter response.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
$str: requires a string variable describing the input required of
the user
$function: requires the name of a
"help" program to call if the user does
not understand what to input
response: returns an integer representing the value input by the user
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the manual control pendant.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
The program queries the user for manual control pendant input.
@ Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
******************************************************************************
AUTO quit, $ans
quit = FALSE
DO
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TYPE /X10, /S
PROMPT $str, $ans
IF $MID($ans,l,l) == "h" THEN
CALLS $function( )
ELSE
response = VAL($ans)
quit = TRUE
END
UNTIL (quit == TRUE)
RETURN
.END
.PROGRAM cfg.getarea(pallet. loc, area, cancel)
J******************************************************************************
; AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
; DATE: February 1, 1990
; ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
; revision along with the editor(s) name.
; ABSTRACT: This program finds and lists all pallet areas defined within
; the pallet. conf ig[, , ] array for the given (pallet. loc) . The user is then
; prompted to select an area on which to operate. If the selection is valid,
; area = the selected integer and 'cancel' = FALSE. If the selection is
; invalid, the values 'cancel' = TRUE and 'area' is undetermined are returned.
; PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
; pallet. loc: requires an integer representing the conveyor location which
; is to be processed
; area: returns an integer representing the pallet area which is to be
; processed
; cancel: returns the boolean value FALSE if the pallet area selected by
; the user is valid and TRUE if the selected location is invalid
; SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
; The prcqram queries the user for terminal input.
;@ Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
.**********************************************************************
AUTO x, i, area[10], Sans, ans
cancel = FALSE
x = 1
FOR i = 1 TO 10
IF DEFINED(pallet. conf ig[pallet. loc, i,] ) THEN
TYPE x ,
"
- AREA " , i ,
"
.
"
area[x] = i
x = x+1
END
END
TYPE "Enter Selection [1-", x-1, "]: ", /S
PROMPT "", $ans
ans = VAL($ans)
IF (ans > 0) AND (ans < x) THEN
area = area [VAL( Sans ) ]
ELSE
cancel = TRUE
END
.END
.PROGRAM
cfg.getpallet(pallet . loc, cancel)
SYS$SYSDEVICE: [FAS3] PALLET. CFG; 1 4-APR-1991 08:42:54.06
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: February 1, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program finds and lists all pallet locations defined within
the pallet. conf ig[, ,] array. The user is then prompted to select a pallet on
which to operate. If the selection is valid the selected pallet location is
returned (pallet. loc) and 'cancel' = FALSE. If the selection is invalid
'cancel' = TRUE and 'pallet. loc' is undetermined.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
pallet. loc: returns an integer representing the conveyor location which
is to be processed
cancel: returns the boolean value FALSE if the conveyor location
selected by the user is valid and TRUE if the selected location
location is invalid
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
@ Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
**********************************************************************
AUTO x, i, quit, Sans, pallets[10], ans
x = 1
cancel = FALSE
FOR i = 1 TO 10
IF DEFINED(pallet.config[i,,] ) THEN
TYPE x, "- PALLET LOCATION ", i, "."
pallets [x] = i
x = x+1
END
END
quit = X
TYPE x, "-
QUIT."
TYPE "Enter Selection [1-", x, "] : ", /S
PROMPT "", $ans
ans = VAL($ans)
IF (ans > 0) AND (ans < quit) THEN
pallet. loc = pallets [ans]
ELSE
cancel = TRUE
END
RETURN
END
PROGRAM cfg.helparea( )
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: February 1, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program types to the screen the definition of PALLET AREA.
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; SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
; The program queries the user for terminal input.
;( Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
;**********************************************************************
AUTO i, $key
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X29, "Definition of Area", /X28, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X7 5, "*"
TYPE "*", /X12, " Pallets are divided into seperate areas. An area", /X13, "*"
TYPE "*", /X12, " is a section of the pallet that differs in geometry", /Xll, "
TypE */ /xi2, " and / or part type from the other sections. For", /X14, "*"
TYPE "*", /X12, " example, a tooling pallet, may consist of the tool", /X12, "*
TYPE "*", /X12, " holder stand, build area, and a part dispenser.", /X15, "*"
TYPE "*", /X12, " Therefore, three distinct areas need to be defined", /X12, "*'
TYPE "*", /X12, " for that pallet.", /X46, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT "Press <return> to continue: ", $key
END
PROGRAM cfg.helpcfg( )
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: September 4, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program types to the screen a short explanation of the pallet
configuration software and how to use it.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
@ Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
**********************************************************************
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X23, "Pallet Configuration Software", /X23,
"*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /X10, "The pallet configuration module software allows the", /X14, "*"
TYPE "*", /X10, "application programmer to create a file of reals, strings,", /x
TYPE "*", /X10, "and locations all specific to a particular robotic", /X15, "*"
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TYPE "*", /X10, "application. All details such as variable names and", /X13,
TYPE "*", /X10, "array indices are abstracted away from the programmer.", /Xll,
TYPE "*", /X10, "This, data abstraction is achieved by querying the user", /X1C
TYPE "*", /X10, "for information with a series of questions and instructions",
type "*", /X10, "to follow. How the data is later used by the application", A
TYPE "*", /X10, "is completely transparent to the programmer.", /X21,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT "Press <return> to continue: ", $key
RETURN
END
PROGRAM cfg.helpindex( )
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: November 9, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program types to the screen the definition of a LOCATION INDEX.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
**********************************************************************
AUTO $key
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*M, /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X24, "Definition of Location Index", /X23,
"*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
"The location index is a number assigned by the programmer", /X8
"to identify application locations to the robot. The only ", /x
"restriction on selecting indices is that the same pallet,", /X8
"location and area can not have two locations with", /X16, "*"
"identical indices. For each robot location, the location", /X8
"index is the third argument of the location array. For", /X10,
"example, if the location is in conveyor position G, area 2,", /
"the location array reference will be: location[8,2, index] . " , /X
"If this is the first location the programmer will teach", /X10,
"he /she can set the index equal to 1. Therefore, the", /Xll,
"location variable now becomes: location[8,2, 1] . The", /X13, "*
"second location, still on pallet location G and in area 2,", /x
"can then be referenced as location[8,2,2] , and so on.", /X12, "
ii * ti
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT "Press <return> to continue: , >key
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE n*n # /X75,
TYPE n * ii / /X10,
TYPE ii * ii i /X10,
TYPE H*n f /X10,
TYPE H*ll f /X10,
TYPE 11*11 t /X10,
TYPE n* i /X10,
TYPE ll*ll l /X10,
TYPE n * ii / /X10,
TYPE ll * II i /X10,
TYPE ll*ll t /X10,
TYPE ii* n i /X10,
TYPE * n /X10,
TYPE "* r /X10,
TYPE n* /X75,
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RETURN
END
PROGRAM cfg.helploc()
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: February 1, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program types to the screen the definition of PALLET LOCATION.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
@ Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
**********************************************************************
AUTO i, $key
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X28, "Locations of Pallets", /X27, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, <
TYPE "*", /X15,
/X15,
ii ii
/
n
r
/X21,
/X21,
ii * ii
TYPE "*", ii n*n
TYPE "*", /X15, ii D C B /X21, ii * n
TYPE " * H , /X15, m ii / /X21, ii*n
TYPE "*", /X15, n i i /X21, ii * ii
TYPE "*", /X15,
/X15,
/X15,
/X15,
ii
n
M
M
ii
f
ii
i
ii
f
u
/
/X21,
/X21,
/X21,
/X21,
ii* ii
TYPE " * " ,
ii*ii
TYPE "*", *ii
TYPE " * " ,
n*n
TYPE "*", /X15, ii G I ii * /X21, ii*ii
TYPE "*", /X15,
/X15,
1
ii
it
*
ii
f
/X21,
/X21,
ii*ii
TYPE "*", ii*ii
TYPE "*", /X15, H
n
t /X21, n*n
TYPE " * " , /X15, ii F ROBOT H i /X21,
II *H
TYPE "*", /X15,
/X15,
/X75,
ii ii
t
ii
t
/X21,
/X21,
*"
TYPE "*", ii
*II
TYPE "*", ii* n
TYPE " * " , /X75, * ii
TYPE "*", /X26, "Pallet F =
6"
, /X37, H*H
TYPE "*", /X26, "Pallet G = 7" r /X37,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X26, "Pallet H =
8"
, /X37r '*"
TYPE " * " , /X26, "Pallet I =
g
, /X37, *"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT "Press <return> to cont inue: ", $key
END
PROGRAM cfg.helpmenu( )
******** **********************************************************************
SYS$SYSDEVICE: [ FAS3] PALLET. CFG ; 1 4-APR-1991 08:42:54.06 '
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: February 12, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor (s) name.
ABSTRACT: This utility provides the user with explanations of the terminology
used within the user queries throughout the pallet configuration menu software.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
@ Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
**********************************************************************
AUTO i, selection, $selection, delay, quit
delay = 2
quit = FALSE
DO
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*" , /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X29, "CONFIGURATION HELP", /X28,
"*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*" /X7 5 "*"
TYPE "*"', /X22, "Please select an item: ", /X28,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 1. Configuration Program.", /X29,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 2. Pallet Locations. ", /X30,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 3. Pallet Areas. ", /X30,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 4. Tiers. ", /X30,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 5. Row / Column Spacing.", /X30,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 6. Minimum Parts. ", /X30,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 7. Reference Locations. ", /X30,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 8. Shot Pin Reference Points.", /X25,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 9. Location Offsets. ", /X30,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X20, "10. Indexing Locations. ", /X30,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X20, "11. Quit Menu. ", /X30,
"*"
TYPE "*" , /X7 5, "*"
TYPE "*"! /X15, "See Documentation for Further Clarification.", /X16,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT " Selection: ", $selection
selection = VAL($selection)
CASE selection OF
VALUE 1:
CALL cfg.helpcfgO
VALUE 2:
CALL cfg.helplocO
VALUE 3:
CALL cfg.helparea()
VALUE 4:
CALL cfg.helptierO
VALUE 5:
CALL cfg.helpspace( )
VALUE 6:
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CALL cfg.helpminpart( )
VALUE 7:
CALL cfg.helpref ()
VALUE 8:
CALL cfg.helpshotpin( )
VALUE 9:
CALL cfg.helpoffset()
VALUE 10:
CALL cfg.helpindex( )
VALUE 11:
quit = TRUE
ANY
TYPE "Invalid Input. Try Again."
TIMER (1) = 0
WHILE TIMER(l) < delay DO
END
END
UNTIL (quit == TRUE)
TYPE /C3
RETURN
END
PROGRAM cfg.helpminpart( )
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: February 1, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program types to the screen the definition of MINIMUM PARTS.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
@ Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
**********************************************************************
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X31, "Minimum Parts", /X31,
"*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*" , /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT "Press <return> to continue: ", $key
SYSSSYSDEVICE: [FAS3] PALLET. CFG; 1 4-APR-1991 08:42:54.06
END
PROGRAM cfg.helpoffset()
******************************* ***********************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: November 8, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor (s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program types to the screen the definition of X,Y,Z, and R
OFFSETS .
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
**********************************************************************
AUTO $key
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*', /X27, "Definition of Offsets", /X27, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /X10, "Location offsets in the x,y,z, and r are the distances", /Xll,
TYPE "*", /X10, "from the conveyor shot pin reference point by which", /X14, "*"
TYPE "*", /X10, "locations must be offset for a particular application.", /Xll,
TYPE "*", /X10, "These offsets are used as follows: ", /X30, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /X8, "SET $location . name = frame. refs [pinframe] :TRANS(x,y,z, 0,0, r) " , /
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 7 7
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT "Press <return> to continue: ", $key
RETURN
END
PROGRAM cfg.helpref ( )
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: February 1, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor (s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program types to the screen the definition of REFERENCE
LOCATION.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
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;8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
;**********************************************************************
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X29, "Reference Location", /X28, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 7 7
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X7 5, "*"
TYPE "*", /X10, "The origin of each pallet area is defined as row 1,", /X14 , "*
TYPE "*", /X10, "column 1. When facing the robot's workspace from behind", /X9
TYPE "*", /X10, "the robot's base, this point is located at the bottom,", /Xll,
TYPE "*", /X10, "right corner of each area.", /X39, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT "Press <return> to continue: ", $key
RETURN
END
PROGRAM cfg.helpshotpin( )
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: November 7, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program types to the screen the definition of SHOT PIN
REFERENCE POINTS.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
**********************************************************************
AUTO $key
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X24, "Shot Pin Reference Location", /X24, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
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TYPE "*", /X10, "behind the robot's base, the bottom right shot pin is the,",
TYPE "*", /X10, "frame reference point.", /X43, "*"
TYPE "*", /X10, " Pallet G = 7", /X32, "*"
TYPE "*", /X10, " Pallet H = 8", /X32, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT "Press <return> to continue: ", $key
RETURN
END
PROGRAM cfg.helpspace( )
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: February 1, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program types to the screen the definition of ROW and COLUMN
SPACING.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
**********************************************************************
AUTO $key
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 7 7
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X29, "Row & Column Spacing", /X26,
"*"
FOR i = 1 TO 7 7
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE " * "
TYPE "
TYPE "
*", /X7, "ROW - a pallet row is parallel to the robot's world y-axis.", /X
*"f /X7, "COLUMN - a pallet column is parallel to robot's world x-axis.",
*", /X7, "ROW SPACING defines the distance (in millimeters) between
parts"
TYPE "*", /X7, "in a pallet row, while COLUMN SPACING defines the distance", /Xl
TYPE "*", /X7, "(in millimeters) between parts in a pallet column.", /X18,
"*"
_** HAN /u-ie 11*11TYPE "*", /X75, " "
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT "Press <return> to continue: ", $key
RETURN
.END
.PROGRAM cfg.helptier( )
r
; AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
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DATE: February 1, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program types to the screen the definition of TIER.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
**********************************************************************
AUTO $key
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X28, "Definition of Tier", /X29, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /X10, "If a pallet has more than one level, it is considered to", /X9 ,
TYPE n*nf /X10, "be multi-tiered. If the tiers of an area ascend in the +x ", /
TYPE "*", /X10, "direction the z height will be a negative value. Likewise, ", /X
TYPE "*", /X10, "if the tiers descend in the +x direction the z height will", /X
TYPE "*", /X10, "be positive.", /X53, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT "Press <return> to continue: ", $key
RETURN
END
PROGRAM cfg.menu()
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program sets up a menu to allow the user to create and modify
FAS III pallet descriptions and teach application locations from CAD data.
SIDE EFFECTS: Pallet array values are assigned or modified.
Messages are zyped to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
**********************************************************************
AUTO i, selection, $selection, delay, quit
REACTS cfg.errhandler
CALL p. init("")
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delay = 2
quit = FALSE
DO
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X24, "PALLET CONFIGURATION PROGRAM", /X23, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 1. Configure New Pallets. ", /X25, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 2. Reconfigure Pallets. ", /X25, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 3. View Configuration. ", /X25, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 4. Configure Locations. ", /X25, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 5. Reconfigure Locations. ", /X25, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 6. View Locations. ", /X25, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 7. Help. ", /X25, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 8. Store Configuration File. ", /X25, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, " 9. Quit Menu. ", /X25, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /X15, "See Documentation for Further Clarification.", /X16, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT " Selection: ", $selection
selection = VAL( ^selection)
CASE selection OF
VALUE 1:
CALL cfg.newpallet( )
VALUE 2:
CALL cfg. reconf ig( )
VALUE 3:
CALL cfg. view) )
VALUE 4:
CALL cfg.newlocs( )
VALUE 5:
CALL cfg. relocs( )
VALUE 6:
CALL cfg. viewlocs( )
VALUE 7:
CALL cfg.helpmenu( )
VALUE 8:
CALL al. store. file( )
VALUE 9:
quit = TRUE
ANY
TYPE "Invalid Input. Try
Again."
TIMER (1) = 0
WHILE TIMER(l) < delay DO
END
END
UNTIL (quit == TRUE)
TYPE /C3
RETURN
.END
PROGRAM cfg.modifyarea(ploc, area)
.******************************************************************************
; AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
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DATE: September 14, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program checks to see if the given pallet location (ploc)
with area (area) is defined. If it is, modifications to the various area
characteristics are allowed (ie., number of rows, columns, tiers, etc.).
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
ploc: requires an integer representing the conveyor location which
is to be processed
area: requires an integer representing the pallet area which is to
be processed
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
Modifications to the pallet .conf ig [,, ] array are made in memory.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
***************************.*******************************************
AUTO maxrows, maxcols, maxtiers, maxparts, zoffset
AUTO xoffset, yoffset, epsilon, $name
AUTO zoffset, mfactor, $ans
IF DEFINED(pallet.conf ig [ploc, area,] ) THEN
TYPE "Current values are inside square brackets. <Return> to leave"
TYPE "value unchanged, or input new value."
;get current values of structure.
maxrows = pallet . conf ig [ploc , area, c .maxrows]
maxcols = pallet . conf ig [ploc , area, c .maxcols]
maxtiers = pallet . conf ig [ploc, area, c .maxtiers]
maxparts = pallet . conf ig [ploc, area, c .maxparts]
zoffset = pallet. conf igfploc, area, c. zoffset]
xoffset = pallet. conf ig[ploc, area, c. xoffset]
yoffset = pallet. conf ig[ploc, area, c. yoffset]
epsilon = pallet. conf iglploc, area, c. epsilon]
$name = $pallet.partname [ploc, area]
mfactor = pallet .conf ig [ploc, area, c.mfactor]
TYPE /X10, "PART NAME:[", $name, "]", /S
PROMPT "", $ans
IF $ans <> "" THEN
$name = Sans
END
TYPE /X10, "MAXIMUM ROWS : [ " , maxrows, "]", /S
PROMPT "", $ans
IF $ans <> "" THEN
maxrows = VAL(Sans)
END
TYPE /X10, "MAXIMUM COLUMNS:!", maxcols, "]", /S
PROMPT "", $ans
IF $ans <> "" THEN
maxcols = VAL($ans)
END
TYPE /X10, "MAXIMUM TIERS: [", maxtiers, "]", /S
PROMPT "", Sans
IF $ans <> "" THEN
maxtiers = VAL($ans)
TYPE /X10, "TIER Z-OFFSET: [", zoffset, "]", /S
PROMPT "", Sans
IF Sans <> "" THEN
zoffset = VAL(Sans)
END
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END
TYPE /X10, "MAXIMUM PARTS: [", maxparts, "]", /S
PROMPT "", Sans
IF Sans <> "" THEN
maxparts = VAL(Sans)
END
TYPE /X10, "ROW SPACING: [", xoffset, "]", /S
PROMPT "", Sans
IF Sans <> "" THEN
xoffset = VAL(Sans)
END
TYPE /X10, "COLUMN SPACING: [", yoffset, "]", /S
PROMPT "", Sans
IF Sans <> "" THEN
yoffset = VAL(Sans)
END
TYPE /X10, "FRAME ERROR: [", epsilon, "]", /S
PROMPT "", Sans
IF Sans <> "" THEN
epsilon = VAL(Sans)
END
TYPE /X10, "PART QUANTITY OF SMALLEST AREA PALLET ", ploc, ":[", INT(maxpar
PROMPT "", Sans
IF Sans <> "" THEN
mfactor = INT(maxparts/VAL(Sans) )
END
;save all values (modified or not) of structure.
pallet. conf ig [ploc, area, c.maxrows] = maxrows
pallet . conf ig [ploc , area, c .maxcols] = maxcols
pallet. conf ig [ploc, area, c.maxtiers] = maxtiers
pallet. conf iglploc, area, c.maxparts] = maxparts
pallet. conf ig [ploc, area, c. zoffset] = zoffset
pallet. conf ig [ploc, area, c. xoffset] = xoffset
pallet. conf ig [ploc, area, yoffset] = yoffset
pallet .conf ig [ploc , area, c . epsilon] = epsilon
Spallet.partname [ploc, area] = Sname
pallet . conf ig [ploc , area, c .mfactor ] = mfactor
TYPE "Remember to 'store 'nameval.v2' before clearing
memory."
TYPE
TYPE "For assistance with this operation, please reference
the"
TYPE "Pallet Configuration Menu Module of the FAS Applications"
TYPE "User Manual."
ELSE
TYPE "AREA NOT DEFINED."
END
RETURN
.END
.PROGRAM cfg.newlocs( )
.******************************************************************************
; AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
; DATE: October 12, 1990
; ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
; revision along with the editor(s) name.
; ABSTRACT: This program leads the user through the process of referencing
; locations from CAD data to shot pins previously taught in the robot's
; workspace. Presently, of four possible pallet locations (F,G,H, or I)
; within the robot's reach on the conveyor, only two (G and H) have
; precision shot pin lifts. Therefore, all
applications' locations must be
referenced from these two "frames of
reference" ONLY.
; SIDE EFFECTS: Location array values are assigned.
Messages are typed to the screen.
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The program queries the user for terminal input.
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**********************************************************************
AUTO i, Sans, ans, $d, x. index, y. index, z. index, r. index
AUTO REAL ploc, area, cancel
quit = FALSE
x. index = 0
y. index = 1
z. index = 2
r. index = 3
DO
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X24, "LOCATION CONFIGURATION PROGRAM", /X21, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 7 7
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /Xll, "Note: To break out of a menu option anytime after a", /X13,
TYPE "*", /Xll, "selection has already been confirmed, type 'a' twice.", /Xl
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /X18, "1. Input Pallet Area Reference Location.", /X17, "*"
Type "*", /X18, "2. Input Additional Locations.", /X27, "*"
TYPE "*", /X18, "3. Quit. " , /X17, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CI
PROMPT "Enter Selection: ", $ans
ans = VAL($ans)
IF ans <> 3 THEN
TYPE "Please indicate pallet to which location is to be referenced."
CALL cfg.getpallet(ploc, cancel)
IF NOT cancel THEN
CASE ans OF
VALUE 1:
CALL cfg.getarea(ploc, area, cancel)
IF NOT cancel THEN
Sstr = "Input Reference Location x-Offset. (h for Help): "
CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.helpof f set" , x. offset)
ref . of fset [ploc, area, x. index] = x. offset
Sstr = "Input Reference Location y-Offset. (h for Help): "
CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.helpof f set" , y. offset)
ref .of fset [ploc, area, y. index] = y. offset
Sstr = "Input Reference Location z-Offset. (h for Help): "
CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.helpof fset" , z. offset)
ref .of fset[ploc, area, z. index] = z. offset
Sstr = "Input Reference Location rotation-Offset, (h for Hel
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CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.helpof fset" , r. offset)
ref .offset[ploc, area, r. index] = r. offset
END
VALUE 2:
PROMPT "Input Location Name: ", Sname.loc
Sstr = "Input Location Index, (h for Help):"
CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.helpindex" , loc. index)
$location[ploc, loc. index] = Sname.loc
Sstr = "Input Location x-Offset. (h for Help): "
CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.helpof fset" , x. offset)
loc.of fsetlploc, loc. index, x. index] = x. offset
Sstr = "Input Location y-Offset. (h for Help): "
CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.helpof fset" , y. offset)
loc.of fset [ploc, loc. index, y. index] = y. offset
Sstr = "Input Location z-Offset. (h for Help): "
CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.helpof fset" , z. offset)
loc.of fset [ploc, loc. index, z. index] = z. offset
Sstr = "Input Location rotation-Offset, (h for Help): "
CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.helpof fset" , r. offset)
loc.of fsetfploc, loc. index, r. index] = r. offset
VALUE 3:
quit = TRUE
ANY
TYPE "Illegal Selection."
END ;end case
END
PROMPT "Press <Return> to Continue...", $d
END ; end if ans <> quit
UNTIL (ans == 3)
RETURN
END
PROGRAM cfg.newpallet( )
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 2, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program allows the user to assign pallet array values for
FAS III applications.
SIDE EFFECTS: Pallet array values are assigned as the global variable
pallet. conf ig [ , , ] .
Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
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**********************************************************************
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AUTO pnum, ans. Sans, pcount, ploc, acount, anum, 1cm, response, parts
AUTO tool. parts
tool. parts = FALSE
TYPE /C24, /U23
TYPE "*******************CONFIGURING NEW PALLET STRUCTURE*******************"
TYPE /C3
TYPE " Will a tooling pallet be used for this application [y/n] ? ", /S
response = GETC(4)
IF (response == ASC("y")) OR (response == ASC("Y")) THEN
CALL p. setactive(c. pallet. h, TRUE)
TYPE /CI
TYPE " Are there parts located on the tooling pallet [y/n]? ", /S
parts = GETC(4)
IF (parts == ASC("y")) OR (parts == ASC("Y")) THEN
tool. parts = TRUE
END
END
TYPE /CI
PROMPT " How many additional pallets will you be using? ", Sans
IF tool. parts == TRUE THEN
ans = VAL(Sans)
ans = ans+1
ELSE
ans = VAL(Sans)
END
TYPE
TYPE "***************************Confiqure Pallets************************** . "
IF tool. parts == TRUE THEN
TYPE
TYPE " Configure the part areas on the tooling pallet the same way"
TYPE " you configure the part areas on any of the other pallets"
END
IF (ans > 0) AND (ans < 5) THEN
pnum = ans
pcount = 1
DO ;configure pallets
Sstr = " Input Location of Pallet Number "+$ENCODE( pcount )+" (h for Heir.
CALL cfg.getans($str ,
"cfg.helploc"
, ploc)
TYPE "PALLET LOCATION ", ploc, ":"
TYPE /X5, /S
Sstr = " How Many Areas are on Pallet? (h for Help):
"
CALL cfg.getans($str ,
"cfg.helparea"
, ans)
anum = ans
acount = 1
;least common multiple of parts for all areas
Sstr = " Least Amount of Parts in One Area (h for Help): "
CALL cfg.getans($str,
"cfg.helpminpart"
, 1cm)
DO ;configure areas
TYPE /X5
TYPE "LOCATION ", pcount, ", AREA ", acount, ":"
.initialize part counter
CALL p.setf ield(ploc, acount, c.partqty, 0)
;initialize epsilon offset
CALL p.setf ield(ploc, acount, c. epsilon, 0)
;set row and column counters
CALL p.setrow(ploc, acount, 1, 1)
;max rows
Sstr = " How Many Rows in Area? (h for Help):
"
CALL cfg.getans(Sstr,
"cfg.helpspace"
, ans)
CALL p.setf ield(ploc, acount, c.maxrows, ans)
;max columns
Sstr = " How Many Columns in Area? (h for Help): "
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CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.helpspace" , ans)
CALL p.setf ield(ploc, acount, c.maxcols, ans)
;max tiers
Sstr = " How Many Tiers in Area? (h for Help): "
CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.helptier" , ans)
CALL p.setf ield(ploc, acount, c.maxtiers, ans)
IF ans > 1 THEN
Sstr = " Input Tier z-offset (h for Help): "
CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.helptier", ans)
CALL p.setf ield(ploc, acount, c. zoffset, ans)
ELSE
CALL p.setf ield(ploc, acount, c. zoffset, 0)
CALL p.setf ield(ploc, acount, c.maxtiers, 1)
END
TYPE /X10, /S
;part name
PROMPT " Part Name: ", Spallet.partname[ploc, acount]
TYPE /X10, /S
;max parts
PROMPT " Total Number of Parts: ", ans
CALL p.setf ield(ploc, acount, c.maxparts, ans)
;mfactor
CALL p.setf ield(ploc, acount, c.mfactor, INT(ans/lcm) )
;x offset
Sstr = " Row Spacing [millimeters] (h for Help): "
CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.helpspace", ans)
CALL p.setf ield(ploc, acount, c. xoffset, ans)
;y offset
Sstr = " Column Spacing [millimeters] (h for Help): "
CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.helpspace", ans).
CALL p. setf ield(ploc, acount, c.yoffset, ans)
acount = acount+1
UNTIL (acount > anum)
CALL p.setactive(ploc, TRUE)
pcount = pcount+1
UNTIL (pcount > pnum)
ELSE
TYPE " Number of Pallet Locations is Out of Range."
TIMER 1=0
WAIT TIMER(l) > delay
END
END
PROGRAM cfg.reconf ig( )
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 12, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program sets up a menu which allows the user to reassign
pallet array values for FAS III applications. The user's options include:
Deleting all values pertaining to a single pallet location
Deleting all values pertaining to a single pallet area
Modifying the previously defined pallet. conf ig[ , , ] array
NOTE: This program assumes that the file 'nameval.v2' has already been loaded.
SIDE EFFECTS: Pallet array values are assigned as the global variable
pallet. conf ig [ , , ] .
Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
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;**********************************************************************
AUTO i, Sans, ans, $d
AUTO REAL ploc, area, cancel
DO
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE " * " , /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X24, "LOCATION CONFIGURATION PROGRAM", /X21, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X7 5, "*"
TYPE "*", /X10, "Note: To break out of a menu option anytime after a", /X14
TYPE "*", /X10, "selection has already been confirmed, type 'a' twice.", /X
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
type "*", /X24, "1. Modify Pallet Array Values.", /X21, "*"
TYPE "*", /X24, "2. Delete Pallet Location. ", /X21, "*"
TYPE "*", /X24, "3. Delete Pallet Area. ", /X21, "*"
TYPE "*", /X24, "4. Quit. ", /X21, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CI
PROMPT "Enter Selection: ", Sans
ans = VAL(Sans)
IF ans <> 4 THEN
CALL cfg.getpallet(ploc, cancel)
IF NOT cancel THEN
CALL cfg . getarea( ploc , area, cancel)
IF NOT cancel THEN
CASE ans OF
VALUE 1:
CALL cfg.modifyarea(ploc, area)
VALUE 2:
PROMPT "Confirm Delete [y/n]? ", Sans
IF Sans == "y" THEN
Srealvar = "deleter pallet. conf ig ["+$ENCODE(ploc)+" , , ] "
MCS Srealvar
TYPE "Pallet Structure ", ploc, " Deleted."
END
VALUE 3:
PROMPT "Confirm Delete [y/n]? ", Sans
IF Sans == "y" THEN
Srealvar = "deleter pallet .conf ig ["+$ENCODE(ploc)+" , "+$E
MCS Srealvar
TYPE "Area ", area, " on Pallet ", ploc, " Deleted."
END
VALUE 4:
quit = TRUE
ANY
TYPE "Illegal
Selection."
END ;end case
ELSE
TYPE "Operation
Cancelled."
END ;if not cancel on area
ELSE
TYPE "Operation
Cancelled."
END ;if not cancel on pallet
PROMPT "Press <Return to Continue. , $d
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END ; end if ansoquit
UNTIL (ans == 4)
RETURN
END
PROGRAM cfg.view( )
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 11, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program allows the user to select and view existing pallet
array values.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
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**********************************************************************
AUTO Sans, ans, pallets[ll], x, i
AUTO REAL maxrows, maxcols, maxtiers, maxparts, epsilon, f
AUTO xoffset, yoffset, zoffset, Sname, quit
DO
", /X23, "*"
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X24, "VIEW PALLET ARRAY
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CI
x = 1
FOR i = 1 TO 10
IF DEFINED(pallet.config[i,,] ) THEN
TYPE x, "- PALLET LOCATION ", i,
"."
pallets[x] = i
x = x+1
END
END
TYPE x, "-
QUIT."
quit = x
TYPE "Enter Selection For the Pallet to View: ", /S
PROMPT "", Sans
ans = VAL(Sans)
IF (ans > 0) AND (ans <> quit) THEN
ploc pallets [ans]
x = 1
FOR i = 1 TO 10
IF DEFINED(pallet.conf ig[ploc,i,] ) THEN
TYPE x, "- AREA ", i,
"."
area[x] = i
x = x+1
END
END
TYPE "Enter Selection For the Area to View :
"
PROMPT "", Sans
area = area [VAL( Sans ) ]
IF DEFINED(pallet. conf iglploc, area,] ) THEN
;get current values.
maxrows = Dallet .conf ig [ploc, area, c.maxrows]
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maxcols = pallet. conf ig [ploc, area, c.maxcols]
maxtiers = pallet .conf ig [ploc, area, c.maxtiers]
maxparts = pallet. conf ig [ploc, area, c.maxparts]
zoffset = pallet. config[ploc, area, c. zoffset]
xoffset = pallet. conf ig[ploc, area, c. xoffset]
yoffset = pallet. conf igfploc, area, c.yoffset]
epsilon = pallet. conf ig [ploc, area, c. epsilon]
Sname = Spallet.partname [ploc, area]
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE " * " , /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "* PALLET LOCATION ", ploc, " AREA ", area, ":", /X4 7, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
f = ll-LEN(Sname)
TYPE "* PART NAME: ", Sname, /S
FOR i = 1 TO f
TYPE " " , /S
END
TYPE /X15, "ROW SPACING:", /I4, yoffset, /X21, "*"
TYPE "* MAXIMUM ROWS:", /I4, maxrows, /X20, "COLUMN SPACING:", /I4,
TYPE "* MAXIMUM COLUMNS:", /I4, maxcols, /X17. "TIER OFFSET:", /I4,
TYPE "* MAXIMUM TIERS:", /I4, maxtiers, /X19, "FRAME ERROR:", /G6.5
TYPE "* MAXIMUM PARTS:", /I4, maxparts, /X56, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CI
ELSE
TYPE "NO AREA SELECTED."
END
PROMPT "Press <Return> to Continue...", d
ELSE
IF ans <> quit THEN
TYPE "NO PALLET SELECTED."
END
END
UNTIL ans == quit
.END
Appendix B
Robot Configuration Software
SYSSSYSDEVICE: [FAS3] ROBOT. CFG; 1 4-APR-1991 08:47:54.96
.PROGRAM al. enable.mcp($mcp.message)
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: February 8, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program enables the station operator to move the robot using
the manual control pendant during normal program execution. To get out of
this mode, the operator must simply depress the COMP/PWR key on the pendant.
At that time, program execution will return to the call originator.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
$mcp.message: requires a short message to display on the pendant screen
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******************************************************************************
AUTO Sclear .display
Sclear .display = $CHR( 12)+$CHR( 7) ; Clears the pendant display
ATTACH (1) ; Attaches pendant
DETACH (0) ; Detaches arm power
KEYMODE 23 = 2 ; Sets the COMP/PWR key to level mode
WRITE (1) Sclear .display
WRITE (1) $mcp.message ; Displays an instruction on the pendant
DO ; This program will continue execution until
WAIT ; the COMP/PWR key on the pendant is pressed.
UNTIL PENDANT(23)
ATTACH (0) ; Re-attaches arm power
DETACH (1) ; Disables the use of the pendant
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al. grasp. tool( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program picks up an end effector using the tool exchange
system.
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*******************************************************************************
SIGNAL -2026 ; Signal -2026 signals grasping the tool.
TIMER 1=0 ; Sets a timer to wait 0.5 seconds
WAIT TIMER(l) > 0.5
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RETURN
END
PROGRAM al. release. tool( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include dates and descriptions of the
revisions along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program releases the end-effector from the tool exchange
system.
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SIGNAL 2026 ; Signal 2026 signals the release of the tool
TIMER 1=0
WAIT TIMER(l) > 1
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al. tool. options ( )
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: September 21, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program allows the programmer to release a tool and / or grasp
an alternate one using the manual control pendant.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the manual control pendant.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
The program queries the user for manual control pendant input.
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******************************************************************************
AUTO REAL selection, quit
AUTO Sselection, $mcp.message
quit = FALSE
ATTACH (4) ; Makes the system terminal available for exclusive
; use by this program.
DO
TYPE /C24, /U23
TYPE "******************************************************************
TYPE /X32, "Option Menu", /B
TYPE
TYPE /X20, " 1. Enable manual control pendant"
TYPE /X20, " 2. Release end
effector"
TYPE /X20, " 3. Grasp end
effector"
TYPE /X20, " 4. Quit"
TYPE
PROMPT " Please enter your selection : ", Sselection
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TYPE
TYPE "*****************************************************************
selection = VAL( Sselection)
CASE selection OF
VALUE 1:
TYPE /C24, /U12, /X18, "The manual control pendant is now active!"
TYPE /Ull, /X10, "Press the COMP/PWR key on the pendant to exit this se
Smcp.message = "Adjust robot. Press COMP/PWR when done."
CALL al. enable.mcp($mcp.message)
TYPE /C24
VALUE 2:
TYPE /C24, /U12, /X18, "The manual control pendant is now active!"
TYPE /Ull, "Grab hold of the tool. Press the COMP/PWR key to actuate it
Smcp.message = "Hold tool. Press COMP/PWR when ready."
CALL al. enable .mcp($mcp.message)
CALL al. release. tool( )
TYPE /C24
VALUE 3:
TYPE /C24, /U12, /X18, "The manual control pendant is now active!"
TYPE /Ull, "Manually position the tool. Press the COMP/PWR key to actua
Smcp.message = "Hold tool. Press COMP/PWR when ready."
CALL al. enable .mcp($mcp.message)
CALL al. grasp. tool( )
TYPE /C24
VALUE 4:
quit = TRUE
ANY
TYPE /B, /C24, /U12, /X18, " Invalid input. Try Again. ", /S
TIMER (1) = 0
WAIT TIMER(l) < 2 ; The message is left on the screen for
END ; two seconds.
UNTIL (quit == TRUE)
TYPE /C24
DETACH (4) ; The system terminal is detached from use.
RETURN
END
PROGRAM cfg.errhandler( )
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: September 7, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This function is called by the system whenever an error occurs
during the pallet configuring process. The only action taken is to cause
the program that initiated the error to proceed. Therefore, if errors occur,
the current program will proceed until its end or until the user is asked for
additional input.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
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**********************************************************************
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AUTO Sstr
Sstr = $ERROR (ERROR (0,0) )
TYPE Sstr
TYPE "Proceeding. .
REACTE cfg.errhandler
RETURNE
END
PROGRAM cfg.getans($str, Sfunction, response)
***************************** *************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: February 1, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This function types the message in Sstr to the monitor and waits
for the user's input. If the input is 'h', the user is requesting help and
the help function given by- Sfunction is executed. The value of other user
input is returned to the caller within the parameter response.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
Sstr: requires a string variable describing the input required of
the user
Sfunction: requires the name of a "help" program to call if the user does
not understand what to input
response: returns an integer representing the value input by the user
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the manual control pendant.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
The program queries the user for manual control pendant input.
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******************************************************************************
AUTO quit, Sans
quit = FALSE
DO
TYPE /X10, /S
PROMPT Sstr, Sans
IF $MID($ans,l,l) == "h" THEN
CALLS $function()
ELSE
response = VAL($ans)
quit = TRUE
END
UNTIL (quit == TRUE)
RETURN
.END
.PROGRAM cfg.helploc( )
.******************************************************************************
,
; AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
; DATE: February 1, 1990
SYSSSYSDEVICE: [ FAS 3] ROBOT. CFG; 1 4-APR-1991 08:47:54.96
; ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
; revision along with the editor(s) name.
; ABSTRACT: This program types to the screen the definition of PALLET LOCATION.
; SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
; The program queries the user for terminal input.
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;**********************************************************************
AUTO i, Skey
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X29, "Locations of Pallets", /X26, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X75, n*n
TYPE "*", /X75, ii* ii
TYPE "*", /X15, ii ", /X21,
", /X21,
11*11
TYPE "*", /X15, n 11*11
TYPE "*", /X15, H D C B ", /X21, II * II
TYPE "*", /X15, ii ", /X21, II *H
TYPE "*", /X15, H ", /X21, tl * M
TYPE "*", /X15, H
H
H
n
", /X21,
". /X21,
", /X21,
", /X21,
II * II
TYPE "*", /X15, "*M
TYPE "*", /X15, II* It
TYPE "*", /X15, II * II
TYPE "*", /X15, ti G I ", /X21, " * "
TYPE "*", /X15, H
ii
", /X21,
", /X21,
II * II
TYPE "*", /X15, If * H
TYPE "*", /X15, ii ", /X21,
11*11
TYPE "*", /X15, ii F ROBOT H ", /X21, 11*11
TYPE "*", /X15, H ", /X21,
", /X21,
11*11
TYPE "*", /X15, H
II * II
TYPE "*", /X7 5, ii * "
TYPE "*", /X75, H * ii
TYPE "*", /X26, "Pallet F = 6" , /X37,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X26, "Pallet G = 7" , /X37,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X26, "Pallet H = 8" , /X37,
"*"
TYPE "*", /X26, "Pallet I = g , /X37,
"*"
FOR i = 1 TO 7 7
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT "Press <return> to continue: Skey
END
PROGRAM r .cfg.calcf rame(pallet. loci
************* *****************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: September 4, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program calculates the frame for the shot pins located in the
given pallet location (pallet . loc) . It sets up a dialog on the manual
control pendant that the user must follow in order to correctly teach the
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three points of the frame.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
pallet. loc: requires an integer representing the conveyor location which is
to be processed
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
Messages are typed to the manual control pendant.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
The program queries user for manual control pendant input.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation.
*************************************************************************
AUTO Sclear .display, taughtlst, taught2nd, taught3rd, done, del
AUTO Sstr, $d, probe. length
AUTO REAL d, quit, err, ans
AUTO LOC ref, fO, fl, f2
probe. length = 205 ; Length of probe in millimeters.
DETACH (0) ;detach program control
ATTACH (1) ; attach pendant
TYPE /C24, /U23
TYPE "TEACHING FRAME FOR PALLET LOCATION ", pallet. loc
TYPE "Arm Configuration", /CO, /X5, "1 - LEFTY", /CO, /X5, "2 - RIGHTY"
PROMPT "Selection: ", Sans
IF VAL(Sans) <= 1 THEN
TYPE "Teaching points in LEFTY mode."
LEFTY
ELSE
TYPE "Teaching points in RIGHTY mode."
RIGHTY
END
TOOL NULL
TYPE /C2
TYPE "Use Manual Control Pendant to teach the frame for this area."
TYPE "Follow the directions on the pendant message
display."
TYPE "DEFINITIONS (world
coordinates):"
TYPE /X10, "Origin (reference): most (-x,-y) shot pin when facing the"
TYPE /X10, "robot's workspace from behind it's
base."
TYPE /X10, "X axis endpoint: most (+x,+y) shot
pin."
TYPE /X10, "Y axis endpoint: most (-x,+y) shot
pin."
taughtlst = FALSE ; these three variables keep track of which points
taught2nd = FALSE ;are actually taught. This is to enable backtrack-
taught3rd = FALSE ; tracking for reteaching points.
Sclear.display = $CHR( 12)+$CHR(7)
KEYMODE 8=2 ;sets REC/DONE key to level mode.
KEYMODE 23 = 2 ;sets COMP/PWR key to level mode.
KEYMODE 56 = 2 ;sets DEL key to level mode.
DO ;teach 1st location
WRITE (1) Sclear .display
WRITE (1) "Move to origin. Press DONE key
to"
WRITE (1) "teach point.", /S
DO
WAIT
del = PENDANT (56)
done = PENDANT(8)
UNTIL (done OR del) ;until done or del key is pressed.
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DO
WAIT
UNTIL NOT PENDANT(8) AND NOT PENDANT(56) ; until keys are released.
IF done == TRUE THEN
taughtlst = TRUE ;user signals completion of 1st point.
HERE fO
SET fO = SHIFT(fO BY 0 , 0 , -probe . length)
DO ; teach 2nd location
WRITE (1) Sclear. display
WRITE (1) "Move to X axis endpoint. Press"
WRITE (1) "DONE to teach point, DEL to go back.", /S
DO
WAIT
del = PENDANT (56)
done = PENDANT(8)
UNTIL (done OR del) ;until done or del key is pressed.
DO
WAIT
UNTIL NOT PENDANT(8) AND NOT PENDANT (56)
IF done == TRUE THEN ;user signals completion of 2nd point
taught2nd = TRUE
HERE fl
SET fl = SHIFT(fl BY 0 , 0 , -probe . length)
DO ; teach 3rd location
WRITE (1) Sclear .display
WRITE (1) "Move to Y axis endpoint. Press"
WRITE (1) "DONE to teach point, DEL to go back.", /S
DO
WAIT
del = PENDANT (56)
done = PENDANT(8)
UNTIL (done OR del) ;until done or del key is pressed.
DO
WAIT
UNTIL NOT PENDANT(8) AND NOT PENDANT(56)
IF done == TRUE THEN ;3rd point is ok.
HERE 2
SET f2 = SHIFT(f2 BY 0 , 0 , -probe . length)
taught3rd = TRUE
ELSE ;reteach 2nd point.
taught2nd = FALSE
END
UNTIL (taught3rd OR NOT taught2nd)
ELSE ;reteach 1st point.
taughtlst = FALSE
END
UNTIL (taught2nd OR NOT taughtlst)
END
UNTIL taughtlst == TRUE
IF NOT PENDANT(23) THEN ;make sure comp/pwr key is pressed.
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WRITE (1) Sclear. display
WRITE (1) "Press COMP/PWR key..."
DO
WAIT
UNTIL PENDANT (23)
END
SET ref = FRAME(f2,fl,fO,fO)
CALL p. setpinref (pallet. loc, ref) ; Must add a function to p_funcs
; as well as an additional
; array to house the reference locations specific to the robot hardware.
SET pinpts[pallet.loc,0] = fO
SET pinpts[pallet.loc,l] = fl
SET pinpts[pallet.loc,2] = f2
WRITE (1) Sclear. display
DETACH (1)
ATTACH (0)
RETURN
END
PROGRAM r.cfg.helpcfg( )
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: September 4, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program types to the screen a short explanation of the robot
configuration software and how to use it.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
**********************************************************************
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X23, "Robot Configuration Software", /X24, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /X10, "The robot configuration module software allows the", /X15, "*"
TYPE "*H, /X10, "application programmer to teach a reference frame specific",
/X'
TYPE "*H, /X10, "to the robot's conveyor / workspace hardware. Select menu",
/X"
TYPE "*", /X10, "option one to begin the conveyor frame teaching process from", ,
TYPE "*", /X10, "the beginning. Select option two to list the previously", /X9,
TYPE "*", /X10, "taught shot pin locations. Select three to reteach the", /X10,
TYPE "*", /X10, "shot pin frames a second time. Option four is a help", /X12, "*
TYPE "*", /X10, "utility. Five automatically stores the configuration file", /X";
TYPE "*", /X10, "to disk and six exits the user from the menu.", /X20, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
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END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT "Press <return> to continue: ", $key
END
PROGRAM r.cfg.helpmenu( )
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: August 31, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This utility provides the user with explanations of the terminology
used within the menu prompts.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
**********************************************************************
AUTO i, selection, Sselection, delay, quit
delay = 2
quit = FALSE
DO
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X29, "ROBOT CONFIGURATION HELP", /X22, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /X22, "Please select an item: ", /X28, "*"
TYPE "*", /X7 5, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, "1. Robot Configuration Software ", /X20, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, "2. Conveyor Locations. ", /X20, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, "3. Reference Locations. ", /X20, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, "4. Quit Menu. ", /X20, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /X15, "See Documentation for Further Clarification.", /X16, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT " Selection: ", Sselection
selection = VAL(Sselection)
CASE selection OF
VALUE 1:
CALL r.cfg.helpcfg( )
VALUE 2:
CALL cfg.helploc( )
VALUE 3:
CALL r.cfg.helpref ( )
VALUE 4:
quit = TRUE
ANY
TYPE "Invalid Input. Try
Again."
TIMER (1) = 0
WHILE TIMER(l) < delay DO
END
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END
UNTIL (quit == TRUE)
TYPE /C3
RETURN
END
PROGRAM r.cfg.helpref ()
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 2, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program types to the screen the definition of the REFERENCE
SHOT PIN.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
**********************************************************************
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 7 7
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X29, "Reference Shot Pin", /X28, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /X10, "When facing the workspace from behind the robot's base,", /X10
TYPE "*", /X10, "the bottom right shot pin is the reference.", /X22, "*"
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT "Press <return> to continue: ", Skey
RETURN
END
PROGRAM r.cfg.menu()
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: August 31, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This menu leads the application programmer through the steps
required to teach a frame specific to the robot's conveyor hardware.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
AUTO i, selection, Sselection, delay, quit
REACTE cfg.errhandler
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CALL p.init("" )
delay = 2
quit = FALSE
DO
TYPE /C24, /U23
FOR i = 1 TO 7 7
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X24, "ROBOT CONFIGURATION PROGRAM", /X24, "*"
FOR i = 1 TO 77
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
TYPE "*", /X7 5, "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, "1. Teach Conveyor Shot Pin Frames. ", /X19, "*"
TYPE ||*", /X20, "2. Verify Pin Locations. ", /X19, "*
type "*", /X20, "3. Reteach Conveyor Shot Pin Frames.", /X19, "*"
TYPE ||*", /X20, "4. Help. \ /Xig^ *TYPE "*", /X20, "5. Store Configuration File ", /X19! "*"
TYPE "*", /X20, "6. Quit Menu. , /Xl9 "*
TYPE "*", /X75, "*"
TYPE "*", /X15, "See Documentation for Further Clarification.", /X16. "*"
TYPE "*", /X75,
FOR i = 1 TO 7 7
TYPE "*", /S
END
TYPE /CO
PROMPT " Selection: ", Sselection
selection = VAL(Sselection)
CASE selection OF
VALUE 1:
CALL r . cfg. newconf ig( )
VALUE 2:
CALL cfg. viewlocs( )
VALUE 3:
CALL r .cfg. reconf ig( )
VALUE 4:
CALL r .cfg.helpmenu( )
VALUE 5:
CALL al. store. file( )
VALUE 6:
quit = TRUE
ANY
TYPE "Invalid Input. Try Again."
TIMER (1) = 0
WHILE TIMER(l) < delay DO
END
END
UNTIL (quit == TRUE)
TYPE /C3
RETURN
END
PROGRAM r. cfg. newconf ig( )
**************************** A************************************************^
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: September 7, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program allows the user to create from scratch a robot
configuration file which will always reside on the robot's hard drive. This
file is later accessed by all robotic applications running on that particular
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robot. The application programs use the configuration file to reference /
calculate all of their locations. R.cfg. newconf ig( ) sets up a dialog on the
manual control pendant that the user follows to teach the three points of
each conveyor location frame. After all conveyor locations are defined, the
user is reminded to save the changes in a file called ' robotxxxx. lc
'
, where
xxxx corresponds to the last four digits of the robot's serial number.
SIDE EFFECTS: Messages are typed to the screen.
Messages are typed to the manual control pendant.
The program queries the user for terminal input.
The program queries the user for manual control pendant input.
; 8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation.
.*************************************************************************
AUTO pnum, ans, Sans, pcount, ploc, response
AUTO Smcp.message
TYPE /C24, /U23
TYPE "********************** CONFIGURING NEW ROBOT
*************************
TYPE /C3
DO
TYPE "Is the proper tool attached to the robot's wrist [y/n]? ", /S
response = GETC(4)
IF (response == ASC("n")) OR (response == ASC("N")) THEN
CALL al . tool . options ( )
END
TYPE /C24, /U23
UNTIL (response == ASC("y")) OR (response == ASC("Y"))
TYPE /C3
TYPE "***************** Configure Conveyor Pallet Locations
****************."
TYPE /CI
Sstr = "How many conveyor locations need to be taught? (h for Help):
CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg , ans)
IF (ans > 0) AND (ans < 5) THEN
pnum = ans
pcount = 1
DO ;configure pallets
Sstr = " Input Location of Conveyor Position "+$ENCODE( pcount
)+" (h for
CALL cfg.getans($str, "cfg.
helploc"
, ploc)
TYPE "PALLET LOCATION ", ploc,
":"
TYPE /X5, /S
CALL r .cfg.calcframe(ploc)
pcount = pcount+1
UNTIL (pcount > pnum)
ELSE
TYPE " Number of Pallet Locations is Out of
Range."
TIMER 1=0
WAIT TIMER(l) > delay
END
RETURN
.END
Appendix C
Shot Pin Configuration Data
Robot 31
File name Location Name
pinpts C7,0Dx C7,03y C7,03z [7,13x C7,13y
31cfg.l
31cfg.2
31cfg.3
31cfg.4
31cfg.5
31cfg.6
31cfg.7
31cfg.8
31cfg.9
31cfg.l0
31cfg.ll
31cfg.l2
31cfg.l3
31cfg.l4
31cfg.l5
31cfg.l6
31cfg.l7
31cfg.l8
31cfg.l9
31cfg.20
31cfg.21
31cfg.22
31cfg.23
31cfg.24
31cfg.25
309.1114
309.2863
309.2396
309.1995
309.2075
309.0235
309.1889
309.1641
309.2338
309.2493
309.1975
309.263
309.2229
309.2261
309.108
309.2353
309.2837
309.2694
309.3283
309.1946
309.2165
309.3443
309.2083
309.2738
309.2614
146.361
146.174
146.455
-146.22
-146.203
-146.91
-146.152
-146.705
-146.194
-146.115
-146.225
-146.04
-146.718
-146.255
-146.778
-146.418
-146.726
-146.711
-146.13
-146.732
-146.321
-146.097
-146.657
-146.428
-146.728
212.7336
212.9552
212.7303
212.8461
212.7501
212.9155
212.8792
212.7369
212.7402
212.7435
211.7183
212.727
212.5914
212.717
212.7964
212.6906
212.684
212.598
212.8262
212.598
212.2673
212.8163
212.813
212.803
212.7237
645.
645.
644.
645.
644.
645.
644.
645.
644.
645.
644.
644.
645.
644.
645.
645.
645.
645.
644,
644,
645,
644,
645,
645,
644.
3047
3011
9795
7395
9831
2018
8719
1534
9731
1819
8207
9381
1579
8843
3897
3101
1407
0082
9849
9677
2356
9803
3298
1722
8844
198.0461
198.018
198.0305
198.7357
198.0588
197.9834
198.0223
198.0218
198.131
198.128
198.0694
198.1254
197.967
198.1813
198.0876
198.0286
198.1028
198.0167
198.0129
198.1487
198.072
198.0676
198.0041
197.9602
198.0613
pin set 1
pin set 2
pin set 3
pin set 4
pin set 5
deviation
average
0.057518
0.080243
0.052126
0.045106
0.048697
0.107508
0.327963
0.29149
0.23798
0.228835
0.087089
0.077848
0.401364
0.083608
0.211442
0.067855 0.263872 0.238476
309.2215 -146.418 212.696
0.278913 0.279296
0.130586 0.060619
0.209229 0.070806
0.129161 0.054316
0.16438 0.04394
0.20606 0.144348
645.1158 198.0832
pin error 0.362082 0.50667
[7,13z C7,23x C7,23y C7,23z C8,03x C8,03y
212.8262
212.6377
212.6179
214.8999
212.7237
212.8328
212.6476
212.6443
212.6245
212.7535
212.6245
212.6212
212.8097
212.6311
212.6608
212.684
212.6509
212.6774
212.6575
212.6112
212.6641
212.6575
212.7336
212.6509
212.6542
304.6756
304.2867
304.5099
304.3045
304.6392
304.3257
304.4556
304.5636
304.3282
304.6872
304.3367
304.5111
304.3424
304.529
304.7494
304.5547
304.7698
304.4073
304.7662
304.5633
304.5543
304.7266
304.3014
304.4157
304.2781
193.1331
193.4918
193.536
193.4996
193.1524
193.4664
193.5495
193.5594
193.4623
193.2209
193.413
193.4623
193.5479
193.2901
193.1949
193.4654
193.1986
193.3378
193.2765
193.4162
193.3222
193.3387
193.5407
193.4685
193.5411
210.9477
210.8782
210.8716
210.8517
210.9245
210.8683
210.8815
210.8881
210.865
210.908
210.8782
210.8782
210.8716
210.951
210.9344
210.8914
210.9312
210.8914
210.9377
210.8848
210.9047
210.9179
210.8452
210.8452
210.8452
-416.277
-415.959
-415.966
-416.18
-415.529
-415.622
-416.252
-415.64
-416.112
-416.15
-415.629
-415.984
-416.16
-415.515
-416.021
-415.721
-415.645
-415.608
-415.74
-415.812
-415.506
-416.045
-415.477
-415.876
-416.146
-630.531
-630.311
-630.246
-630.534
-629.835
-629.972
-630.65
-629.961
-630.622
-630.503
-629.864
-630.38
-630.642
-629.835
-630.502
-630.071
-630.052
-629.886
-630.033
-630.149
-629.754
-630.512
-629.782
-630.314
-630.686
0.882492
0.080066
0.071513
0.025598
0.031059
0.162852
0.139298
0.151309
0.138719
0.167346
0.180223
0.122271
0.125198
0.095468
0.035628
0.015418
0.03318
0.022386
0.095162 0.032666
0.257766 0.255798
0.268616 0.310301
0.246276 0.333309
0.071964 0.085717
0.27397 0.379191
0.439792
212.7679
0.162313 0.134983 0.031763
304.5033 193.3954 210.8917
0.256835 0.308995
-415.863 -630.225
0.213483 0.447702
ca,03z C8,13x [8,13y C8,13z [8,23x C8,23y
213.2065
213.0875
212.717
213.1669
212.9188
213.1205
212.9816
212.7667
213.0676
212.7766
212.8692
212.8361
212.8758
212.7303
212.6311
212.6245
212.6277
212.598
212.6046
212.5881
212.6046
212.7336
212.6013
212.7237
212.588
0.180521
0.146508
0.094408
0.015277
0.064328
0.197471
212.8019
-78.7442 -287.099 213.233 -418.856 -289.968
-78.7737 -287.298 213.2264 -418.489 -290.026
-78.7384 -287.059 213.2429 -418.728 -289.917
-78.6366 -287.087 213.2396 -418.535 -290.019
-78.6894 -287.114 213.2363 -418.765 -289.952
-78.6551 -287.393 213.2363 -418.798 -289.845
-78.755 -287.158 213.2396 -418.744 -289.894
-78.6924 -287.258 213.2462 -418.661 -290.014
-78.3877 -287.362 213.2297 -418.579 -289.956
-78.7971 -287.292 213.2529 -418.864 -289.926
-78.5698 -287.437 213.2396 -418.844 -289.954
-78.8128 -287.122 213.2496 -418.697 -289.932
-78.4447 -287.223 213.2363 -418.622 -290.04
-78.4886 -287.314 213.2264 -418.84 -289.99
-78.2692 -287.374 213.233 -418.8 -289.9
-78.8147 -287.328 213.2462 -418.785 -289.923
-78.2645 -287.272 213.2198 -418.627 -289.974
-78.5326 -287.406 213.2065 -418.646 -289.976
-78.8773 -287.145 213.2264 -418.814 -289.969
-78.4526 -287.138 213.2065 -418.65 -289.97
-78.7501 -287.305 213.2363 -418.746 -290.066
-78.4287 -287.475 213.2198 -418.762 -289.927
-78.334 -287.315 213.2131 -418.575 -289.962
-78.5052 -287.413 213.2165 -418.648 -290.062
-78.3397 -287.437 213.2131 -418.413 -290.048
0.048235 0.085142 0.00569 0.139659 0.041142
0.143531 0.08255 0.007999 0.100589 0.057027
0.177595 0.111242 0.007669 0.087402 0.048456
0.228565 0.103951 0.014724 0.078241 0.019722
0.152899 0.067797 0.008635 0.127666 0.057512
0.184386 0.123558 0.012861 0.118292 0.05444
-78.5902 -287.273 213.2309 -418.699 -289.968
0.222329 0.1305
C8,23z
211.877
211.8704
211.8969
211.877
211.8936
211.887
211.8903
211.887
211.8903
211.8836
211.8903
211.8969
211.8969
211.8969
211.9001
211.8969
211.9035
211.8836
211.877
211.8803
211.877
211.8803
211.8903
211.887
211.8803
0.010326
0.002485
0.003231
0.010174
0.00487
0.008574
211.8876
Robot 32
File name Location Name
pinpts C7,03x
32cfg.l 307.8918
32cfg.2 307.7042
32cfg.3 307.7223
32cfg.4 307.7704
32cfg.5 307.8493
32cfg.6 307.7701
32cfg.7 307.7889
32cfg.8 307.8777
32cfg.9 307.764
32cfg.l0 307.8154
32cfg.ll 307.8254
32cfg.l2 307.7787
32cfg.l3 307.7728
32cfg.l4 307.7933
32cfg.l5 307.801
32cfg.l6 307.8921
32cfg.l7 307.8134
32cfg.l8 307.827
32cfg.l9 307.7749
32cfg.20 307.8167
32cfg.21 307.7954
32cfg.22 307.7531
32cfg.23 307.8315
32cfg.24 307.7526
32cfg.25 307.7479
pin set 1 0.072369
pin set 2 0.041328
pin set 3 0.018531
pin set 4 0.037995
pin set 5 0.0326
C7,03y [7,03z [7,13x C7,13y
-150.548
-150.755
-150.762
-150.53
-150.547
-150.575
-150.492
-150.533
-150.588
-150.483
-150.507
-150.513
-150.481
-150.75
-150.512
-150.503
-150.487
-150.548
-150.477
-150.569
-150.435
-150.699
-150.494
-150.478
-150.576
0.106233
0.042266
0.099284
0.035503
0.093237
222.2817
222.1263
222.1362
222.1064
221.9874
222.1064
222.1064
222.1164
222.2255
222.1329
222.0866
222.1131
222.1296
222.1462
222.0767
222.123
222.1164
222.1031
222.0469
222.0701
222.1891
222.1395
222.1627
222.1031
222.08
0.093734
0.045041
0.025913
0.028953
0.039391
645.0559
645.202
645.1068
645.1486
645.197
645.03
645.0834
645.0991
645.1448
645.1108
645.1147
645.1172
645.1017
645.0913
644.9974
645.1056
644.9595
645.1304
645.2295
645.1512
645.0731
644.9727
645.0834
644.8799
645.0887
192.5085
192.4297
192.4611
192.4031
192.3645
192.4308
192.4575
192.4046
192.3748
192.4065
192.4347
192.4259
192.3958
192.3482
192.4166
192.424
192.5027
192.3819
192.3787
192.3943
192.3271
192.3761
192.4575
192.4813
192.3571
deviation
average
0.047201 0.089989 0.055397
307.7972 -150.554 222.1205
0.055343 0.049148
0.037677 0.027728
0.044533 0.030848
0.088246 0.046072
0.08177 0.059414
0.076529 0.045755
645.091 192.4137
pin error 0.115736 0.09369
[7,13z [7,23x C7,23y C7,23z C8,03x C8,03y
224.7027
224.7391
224.7093
224.7192
224.7622
224.7291
224.7325
224.8019
224.8052
224.7424
224.7258
224.7556
224.7325
224.7258
224.7093
224.6961
224.6895
224.7556
224.7325
224.7523
224.7159
224.7126
224.6994
224.7027
224.7391
304.89
304.7787
304.846
304.7299
304.9724
304.9287
304.8668
304.9338
304.8071
304.761
304.923
304.8463
304.8511
304.8409
304.9827
304.9083
304.9518
304.8796
304.748
304.9569
304.8694
304.8847
304.9543
305.0032
304.6604
189.6969
189.8756
189.7676
189.8445
189.674
189.6713
189.6976
189.6996
189.8667
189.7578
189.8265
189.6942
189.7593
189.7392
189.6941
189.5944
189.6706
189.7136
189.8153
189.6989
189.6935
189.7419
189.7031
189.6977
189.8465
223.608
223.5683
223.5914
223.5551
223.6014
223.5914
223.5815
223.6047
223.565
223.565
223.5782
223.5848
223.5485
223.5551
223.5716
223.5716
223.5815
223.5583
223.5319
223.5749
223.5551
223.5583
223.5782
223.5815
223.5154
-416.512
-416.641
-416.204
-416.483
-416.672
-416.123
-416.401
-416.304
-416.522
-416.61
-416.286
-416.475
-416.166
-416.409
-416.28
-416.7
-416.716
-416.121
-416.773
-416.397
-416.111
-416.696
-416.381
-416.733
-416.692
-637.655
-637.754
-637.322
-637.555
-637.885
-637.255
-637.417
-637.392
-637.609
-637.695
-637.286
-637.504
-637.298
-637.539
-637.368
-637.969
-637.943
-637.224
-637.985
-637.427
-637.286
-637.98
-637.454
-637.931
-637.919
0.021674
0.034064
0.015006
0.027704
0.013967
0.084712
0.067542
0.055691
0.076029
0.117375
0.079055
0.069995
0.049034
0.071415
0.057625
0.020065
0.015362
0.013774
0.017575
0.023606
0.165553 0.190497
0.170149 0.157989
0.107965 0.104489
0.247737 0.32026
0.241783 0.286479
0.028769
224.7315
0.084782 0.070271 0.021159
304.871 189.7376 223.5711
0.211365 0.260152
-416.456 -637.586
0.112133 0.335723
ca,oiz C8,13x C8,13y C8,13z C8,23x C8,23y
223.9553
223.9486
223.9321
223.9222
223.942
223.899
223.9222
223.8957
223.9288
223.9288
223.9089
223.9222
223.8957
223.9222
223.8858
223.899
223.9156
223.8924
223.9288
223.9023
223.8825
223.9222
223.899
223.9288
223.9189
-78.4833
-78.4919
-78.3179
-78.5885
-78.3153
-78.2106
-78.3571
-78.4487
-78.4451
-78.4748
-78.4954
-78.3158
-78.6358
-78.4426
-78.4773
-78.4703
-78.4059
-78.4491
-78.2635
-78.6977
-78.4487
-78.2272
-78.2313
-78.261
-78.194
-295.194
-295.212
-295.217
-295.186
-295.28
-295.307
-295.166
-295.265
-295.122
-295.176
-295.191
-295.3
-295.133
-295.184
-295.278
-295.321
-295.338
-295.121
-295.314
-295.178
-295.265
-295.324
-295.323
-295.212
-295.291
220.1381
220.6777
220.853
220.9026
220.9258
220.9456
220.9787
220.7571
220.8133
221.0118
221.2896
220.8067
220.8298
220.8001
220.6381
220.8332
220.7307
220.9291
220.9952
221.1242
220.7803
220.8927
220.6215
220.7307
220.7438
-419.088
-419.144
-419.004
-418.986
-419.199
-418.948
-418.959
-418.911
-419.15
-419.158
-419.135
-418.872
-419.087
-419.12
-419.063
-419.08
-419.215
-418.931
-418.961
-418.966
-418.969
-418.889
-418.935
-419.175
-419.178
-297.823
-297.774
-297.77
-297.91
-297.811
-297.906
-297.833
-297.815
-297.88
-297.869
-297.872
-297.841
-297.854
-297.808
-297.888
-297.835
-297.788
-297.786
-297.802
-297.766
-297.791
-297.788
-297.781
-297.846
-297.697
0.01176
0.014549
0.014436
0.012993
0.017062
0.106843
0.096856
0.102608
0.140163
0.090643
0.032945
0.068411
0.062474
0.08798
0.041653
0.293837
0.098693
0.219219
0.134758
0.087324
0.081139 0.050633
0.106584 0.032681
0.095259 0.027378
0.105384 0.022803
0.122745 0.047517
0.018875
223.916
0.130895
-78.4059
0.068111
-295.236
0.204081
220.83
0.105525
-419.045
0.049053
-297.821
0.251837 0.117188
C8,23z
221.6699
221.6567
221.6501
221.6534
221.6567
221.6368
221.6567
221.6368
221.6666
221.6567
221.6534
221.6401
221.6534
221.6368
221.6203
221.6236
221.6269
221.6269
221.6368
221.6236
221.6401
221.6236
221.6434
221.6401
221.6368
0.006746
0.011907
0.012271
0.004869
0.006937
0.013827
221.6427
Appendix D
Gear Assembly Source Code
SYSSSYSDEVICE: [FAS3] GEAR. V2; 2 5-APR-1991 08:45:13.94
.PROGRAM a. gear ( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This is the main assembly program. It coordinates all necessary
operations to run an application. Specifically, all necessary programs /
variables are initialized, the robot is readied, the build
loop"
is executed,
and the operation is shut down at job completion.
8 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
CALL def ini tions ( )
CALL set.up( )
CALL build. loop( )
CALL finish. up( )
RETURN
END
PROGRAM build. loop()
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: January 17, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program is the main build loop. After receiving its build
order, the programs necessary to coordinate the assembly are called.
Successful / nonsuccessful ouilds are tracked. At the end of each
assembly, controls has the opportunity to modify the speed of operation or
stop building completely.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
AUTO build. qty, good . builds , bad. builds, status, pet
bad. builds = 0
CALL ci.cycles(TRUE, ouild.qty)
WHILE (build. qty <> 0) DO
CALL process(build.qty )
; Status is an indicator of successful / nonsuccessful builds.
; The operator interface screen (ie. making the operator physically input the
; status of the assembly after he/she has corrected whatever error was brought
; to his/her attention) is a potential source of acquiring
"true" build status.
status = TRUE ; Until a means of determining the "true" build
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; status is found, status will always be true.
IF Status == TRUE THEN
good. builds = good. builds+1 ; Present count of successful
; assemblies.
build. qty = build. qty-1 ; Remaining assemblies to build,
ELSE
bad. builds = sad. builds+1 ; Present count of unacceptable
END ; assemblies.
; Presently, good / bad build information is tabulated, but not used. The
; programmer may later decide to display this information on the system
; terminal.
CALL ci . succ( status ) ; This function signals the success
; or failure of a build to Controls.
CALL ci.cstop() ; This function allows controls to stop the
; application at the end of a build cycle.
CALL ci . speed(pct ) ; This function allows controls to adjust
SPEED (pct*a. op. speed) ALWAYS ; the speed of assembly after each build.
END
RETURN
.END
.PROGRAM clip. operation( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: January 9, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description- of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program retrieves a single clip from the mechanical clip
dispenser located on the tooling pallet.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
AUTO REAL pallet. loc, part. qty, dummy
CALL ci.getpstat(c. pa-let. h, TRUE, part. qty, dummy)
CALL ci.getage(c.palle-.h, age)
IF age == TRUE THEN
CALL p. setpartqty(c. pallet. h, part. qty)
END
; The preceding check verifies that pallet h is present prior to allowing the
; operation to occur. Also, if the pallet is new, the correct part quantity
; will be set.
APPRO location[8,3] , 33
SPEED 40 ALWAYS ; This reduces the following series of moves
MOVE location[8,3] ; to a safer speed setting.
BREAK
MOVES location[8,9]
BREAK
DEPART 100
APPRO location[8,2] , 80
BREAK
MOVE location[8,2]
BREAK
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MOVES location[8,10]
BREAK
MOVES location [8, 9]
BREAK
CALL ci. speed(pct) ; Returns the speed of the process back to
SPEED (pct*a. op. speed) ALWAYS ; where controls has it set.
DEPARTS 80
BREAK
RETURN
END
PROGRAM def initions( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program initializes the pallet configuration routine / reacte
functions, and defines all application soft / input signals.
8 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
REACTE al. recover ; A program designed to recover the robot from
; errors.
i. tool. line = 1002 ; A signal dedicated exclusively to
; "al. tool.
check" for verification of tool
; presence.
s.grip = 2025 ; Signals used to close / open the end effector
s.ungrip = -2025 ; fingers.
a. op. speed = 150 ; Set optimum application speed
RETURN
END
PROGRAM deletep( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: December 1, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This function clears memory of all programs specific to the
"gear" application.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
MCS "DELETEP a.
gear"
MCS "DELETEP build.
loop"
MCS "DELETEP clip.
operation"
MCS "DELETEP
definitions"
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MCS "DELETEP finish. ua"
MCS "DELETEP process"
MCS "DELETEP set. up"
MCS "DELETEP al . enable . mcp"
MCS "DELETEP al . grasp. tool"
MCS "DELETEP al . inspec t ion"
MCS "DELETEP al . locations "
MCS "DELETEP al . new . pallet "
MCS "DELETEP al. next. loc"
MCS "DELETEP al . op . ass i s t "
MCS "DELETEP al. op.menu"
MCS "DELETEP al . palle t . check"
MCS "DELETEP al . pallet i ze"
MCS "DELETEP al.pick"
MCS "DELETEP al. place"
MCS "DELETEP al . purge . oallet"
MCS "DELETEP al. recover"
MCS "DELETEP al . release . tool"
MCS "DELETEP al . repor t . error "
MCS "DELETEP al . stand . oick"
MCS "DELETEP al . stand . olace"
MCS "DELETEP al . tool . c.-.eck"
MCS "DELETEP al . update '
RETURN
END
PROGRAM finish. up( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program returns the tool to the tool holder and replaces the
robot to its READY position at the end of a completed job.
8 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
CALL al. stand. place( )
; Standard operation will be to replace the tool to its tool
; holder at the end of a job.
READY
RETURN
END
PROGRAM process(build.qty)
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: January 17, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program coordinates the order of instructions / operations
needed for the build of one complete gear assembly, evaluates the purge
pallet request flag , and drives part presence inspections.
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
build. qty: requires an integer reflecting how many more assemblies are to
be built
PROVISIONS: The application programmer specifies both the pallet location and
area on the pallet where the next robot move will occur. This information is
used to track the exact location of the manipulator in case an error is
reported to controls. This way, the operator is directed dead on to the
problem for a speedy diagnosis.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
AUTO inspect, purge. g, purge. h, purge. i, z. shift
AUTO LOC g. part, loc, r.ew. g. part . loc, h. part. loc, i. part. loc
purge. f = FALSE
purge. g = FALSE
purge. h = FALSE
purge. i = FALSE
inspect = TRUE
locate = TRUE
z. shift = -15 ; A constant used for the transformation height when
; replacing a completed assembly to pallet g.
CALL ci .control( 1, vision. on, debug) ; Inquires controls whether
;
"debug"
mode is activated.
The variable "inspect" is used interchangeably with the variable "debug" as
the first parameter in the "palletize" function call. "Inspect is. used for
those areas of the build process where inspection will always be desired,
provided vision is available. "Debug" is used for those areas where
inspection is only appropriate in debug mode, (ie. after recovering from
pallet routing or part missing problems, etc.) The default setting for
"debug" is FALSE. During times when 100% inspection of the process is
warranted, Controls will set
"debug" to TRUE via the "ci. control" function.
If visual inspection is not used, the part will automatically be assumed
present .
CALL p. setloc(c. pallet. g, c.area.l)
CALL al.palletize( inspect, locate, g. part. loc, purge. g)
CALL al.pick(g. part. loc)
CALL p. setloc(c. pallet .h, c. area. 3)
CALL al.place(location[8,7] , TRUE)
CALL p. setloc(c. pallet. i , c.area.l)
CALL al.palletize(debug, locate, i. part. loc, purge. i)
CALL al.pick( i. part. loc)
CALL al. purge. pallet ( build. qty, c. pallet. i, purge. i)
CALL p. setloc(c. pallet .h, c. area. 3)
CALL al.place(location[8,8] , TRUE)
CALL al.pick(location[8,ll] )
CALL al.place(location[8,12] , TRUE)
CALL p. setloc(c. pallet .h, c. area. 2)
CALL clip. operation! )
CALL al.palletize( inspect, FALSE, h. part. loc, purge. h)
CALL al .pick(h. part . loc )
CALL p. setloc(c .pallet . h, c. area. 3)
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CALL al.place(location [8,4] , TRUE)
CALL al.pick( location [ 8,5] )
CALL al.place( location[8, 6] , FALSE)
CALL al.place( location [8,5] , TRUE)
CALL al.pick(location[8,12] )
CALL al.place(location[8,ll] , TRUE)
CALL al.pick(location[8,l] )
CALL al. purge. pallet! build. qty, c. pallet. h, purge. h)
CALL p. setloc(c. pallet . g, c.area.l)
SET new. g. part. loc = g . part . loc :TRANS( ,, z . shift)
CALL al.place(new.g. part. loc, TRUE)
CALL al. purge. pallet! build. qty, c. pallet. g, purge. g)
CALL al.palletupdate! ) ;update pallet counters
RETURN
END
PROGRAM set.up( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the edi-or(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program sets the robot up for build execution. Specifically,
program speed is set, a check is made to ensure that all pallets are present,
and the tooling is picked up.
8 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
AUTO pet
TOOL NULL
ACCEL 80, 40
LEFTY
CALL ci . speed(pct ) ; Acquires speed percentage for present job.
SPEED (pct*a. op. speed) ALWAYS
CALL al . locations( )
CALL al. pallet. check ( ) ; Waits for the arrival of all necessary pallets
; prior to allowing the robot to begin working.
CALL al. stand. pick( ) ; Acquires proper tool from stand.
RETURN
END
LOCATIONS
END
REALS
c .active 0
c.area. 1 1
c.area. 2 2
c.area. 3 3
c.area. 4 4
c .area. 5
c.arealoc
c .col
c . epsilon
5
1
2
10
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maxcols
maxparts
maxrows
maxtiers
mfactor
pallet. f
c. pallet. g
c. pallet. h
c. pallet. i
c.palletloc
c.partqty
c. row
c . xoffset
c.yof fset
c. zoffset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.offset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.offset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc .offset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.offset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
loc.of fset
7
9
6
8
1]
6
7
8
9
0
0
1
3
4
5
1 0]
1 1]
1 2]
1 3]
2 0]
2 1]
2 2]
2 3]
3 0]
3 1]
3 2]
3 3]
4 0]
4 1]
4 2]
4 3]
5 0]
5 1]
5 2]
5 3]
6 0]
6 1]
6 2]
6 3]
7 0]
7 1]
7 2]
7 3]
8 0]
8 1]
8 2]
8 3]
9 0]
9 1]
9 2]
9 3]
10,0
10,1
10,2
10,3
11,0
11,1
11,2
11,3
12,0
12,1
12,2
12,3
13,0
13,1
13,2
13,3
14,0
314.0
-314.
-318.
-86.8
200.8
-203.
-319.
-106.
267.0
-141.
-323.
-106.
312.1
-312.
-346.
-92.7
219.1
-353.
-346.
-76.4
313.0
-312.
-362.
-92.8
315.6
-308.
-312.
93.41
314.1
-312.
-323.
-79.0
214.0
-191.
-321.
-106.
247.
-157
-318
-106
353.
-231
-345
-27.
315.
-313
-344
-24.
75.5
-55.
-337
45.4
75.1
2441
16799
337
37997
6169
697
526
19898
4928
597
87399
26699
8869
00601
60598
80998
725
64801
983
27001
863
33801
026
75
3641
815
90899
6
2411
63101
29699
27999
2618
957
17498
51599
49769
.67399
.385
.287
6315
.30099
.24398
062999
7236
.091
.54501
25
76156
397899
.12399
00001
38099
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loc. offset[8, 14,1] -192.317
loc.offset[8,14,2] -346.07
loc.offset[8,14,3] 43.555999
loc. offset[8, 15,0] 323.17169
loc. offset[8, 15,1] -133.94798
loc.offset[8,15,2] -547.28601
loc.offset[8,15,3] 0
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet .conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet .conf ig
pallet .conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet .conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet .conf ig
pallet .conf ig
pallet .conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet .conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet .conf ig
pallet .conf ig
pallet .conf ig
pallet. conf ig
pallet. pres loc [0
pallet. presloc [1
pallet. usage [6,0
pallet. usage [7,0
pallet. usage [8,0
pallet. usage [9,0
ref .offset[7,l,0
ref .offset[7,l,l
ref ,offset[7,l,2
ref .offset[7,l,3
ref .offset[8,2,0
ref .offset[8,2,l
ref .offset[8,2,2
ref .offset[8,2,3
ref .offset[9,l,0
ref .offset[9,l,l
ref.offset[9,l,2
ref.offset[9,l,3
sem.conf ig. lock
sem. loc. lock
sem. names. lock
sem.pinref . lock
sem. ref .lock
sem. usage. lock
.END
[7,1,0] 0
[7,1,1] 1
[7,1,2] 1
[7,1,3] 89
[7,1,4] 89
[7,1,5] 0
[7,1,6] 5
[7,1,7] 5
[7,1,8] 1
[7,1,9] 25
[7,1,10] 0
[7,1,11] 1
[8,2,0] 0
[8,2,1]
[8,2,2]
[8,2,3]
[8,2,4]
[8,2,5]
[8,2,6]
[8,2,7]
[8,2,8]
[8,2,9]
[8,2,10]
[8,2,11] 1
[9,1,0] 0
[9,1,1]
[9,1,21
[9,1,3]
[9,1,4]
[9,1,5]
[9,1,6]
[9,1,7]
[9,1,8]
[9,1,9]
[9,1,10]
[9,1,11]
6
1
0
-1
-1
-1
-4.1704602
1
1
0
0
0
999
999
1
50
I 0
1
1
89
89
0
5
5
1
25
0
10.392378
-304.67098
0
188.727
-218.658
-304.923
-104.313
-186.511
481.90689
-294.13299
0
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.STRINGS
Slocation[8,l]
Slocation[8,2]
$location[8,3]
Slocation[8,4]
$location[8,5]
Slocation[8,6]
$location[8,7]
$location[8,8]
$location[8,9]
$location[8,10]
$location[8,ll]
$location[8,12]
$location[8,13]
$location[8,14]
Slocation[8,15]
"assembly. pk"
"clear. in"
"clear. out"
"clip.pl"
"cup.pk"
"cup.pl"
"gear
"housing.pl"
"slide. in"
"slide. out"
"spreader . pk"
"spreader
"tool. holder"
"tool. out"
"tool. safe"
Spallet.partname [7 , 1] "gear"
Spal let. partname [7,2] "assembly"
Spallet.partname [8,2] "clip"
Spal let. partname [9,1] "housing"
.END
Appendix E
Application Library
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. PROGRAM al . enable . mcp( $mcp . me s sage )
?????a*****************************************^^*,,*************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: February 8, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program enables the station operator to move the robot using
the manual control pendant during normal program execution. To- get out of
this mode, the operator must simply depress the COMP/PWR key on the pendant.
At that time, program execution will return to the call originator.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
Smcp.message: requires a short message to display on the pendant screen
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******************************************************************************
AUTO Sclear .display
Sclear. display = $CHR( 12 )+$CHR( 7) ; Clears the pendant display
ATTACH (1) ; Attaches pendant
DETACH (0) ; Detaches arm power
KEYMODE 23 = 2 ; Sets the COMP/PWR key to level mode
WRITE (1) Sclear. display
WRITE (1) $mcp.message ; Displays an instruction on the pendant
DO ; This program will continue execution until
WAIT ; the COMP/PWR key on the pendant is pressed.
UNTIL PENDANT (23)
ATTACH (0) ; Re-attaches arm power
DETACH (1) ; Disables the use of the pendant
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al. grasp. tool( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program picks up an end effector using the tool exchange
system.
8 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
SIGNAL -2026 ; Signal -2026 signals grasping the tool.
TIMER 1=0 ; Sets a timer to wait 0.5 seconds
WAIT TIMER(l) > 0.5
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RETURN
.END
PROGRAM al. inspection( inspect. on, locate, Spart.name, part. loc, part. there)
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: November 15, 1989
ABSTRACT: This program uses vision for the purposes of determining part
presence / absence, and homing in on the actual part location.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
inspect. on: If inspect. on is TRUE, the inspection process will ensue.
Otherwise, the program will return immediately to it's origin.
This is an important parameter to set if the function palletize
will be used, but part inspection is not desired.
Spart.name: requires the name of the part to be inspected (see PROVISIONS)
part. loc: Initially, this parameter requires the location at which the
part is to be inspected. Then, after processing, it returns
the visually corrected location.
part. there: returns TRUE / FALSE indicating part presence / absence
locate: If locate is TRUE, part position will be visually corrected.
PARAMETERS SPECIFIC TO " vi s . f indblk" and "vis . inspectblk"
vision. loc: The visually corrected part location provided the part
is found.
err: Reads TRUE if an error occurred during the inspection procedure.
Serror .message: Error message corresponding to any vision error.
PROVISIONS: The names of the parts passed in the Spart.name parameter, must
correspond exactly with the name of the part taught / stored in vision program
memory.
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*******************************************************************************
AUTO REAL debug, dummy, err, error, retry, vision. on
AUTO vision. loc, Serror .message
retry = FALSE
DO ; This loop enables the operator to retry an inspection
; procedure from the operator menu if an error was reported.
CALL ci .control ( 1 , vision. on, dummy) ; Checks with Controls whether
; vision is enabled.
IF (vision. on == TRUE) AND (inspect. on == TRUE) THEN
IF (locate == TRUE) THEN
CALL vis . findblk($part. name, part. loc, vision. loc, part. there, err,
IF err == FALSE THEN ; Dummy. loc will not be
SET part. loc = vision. loc ; corrected to vision. loc if
END ; an error occurs within the
; "vis. f indblk" program.
ELSE
CALL vis . inspectblk($part. name, part. loc, part. there, err, Serror. me
END
IF err == FALSE THEN
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IF part. there == FALSE THEN
error = 704 ; no objects seen
CALL al . report .error (error , Serror .message)
END
; Part absence is a non-fatal error. It is reported, but the operator is not
; instructed to intervene.
ELSE
error = 701
CALL al.op.assist(error , Serror .message, retry)
END
; A vision program error is probably fatal in a production environment. The
; operator assist flag is now set TRUE.
ELSE
part. there = TRUE ; If vision is not activated the part
END ; will always be assumed present.
UNTIL (retry == FALSE) OR (err == FALSE) ; The "do loop" is exited if no
; errors are found.
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al. locations ( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: November 16, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program is used by the application to construct its locations.
Locations are constructed using the input from the robot. cfg software for the
shot pin reference locations and the pallet. cfg software for the CAD data
offset information.
SIDE EFFECTS: Location values are assigned to either the pallet. refs or
location arrays.
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*******************************************************************************
AUTO p, a, 1
FOR p = 7 TO 8
FOR a = 1 TO 11
IF DEFINED(ref . of fset [p, a, 0] ) THEN
SET pallet . ref s [p, a] = f rame. ref s [p] :TRANS( ref .of f set [p,a,0] , ref . of :
END
END
END
; Handles the pallet . ref s [, ] array.
p = 9 ; References any defined locations on pallet 9
; to the shot pins at pallet location 7.
FOR a = 1 TO 11
IF DEFINED(ref .of fset[p,a,0] ) THEN
SET pallet. ref s [p,a] = f rame. refs [7] :TRANS( ref .of fset [p,a,0] , ref .of fset [
END
END
p = 6 ; References any defined locations on pallet 6
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; to the shot pins at pallet location 7.
FOR a = 1 TO 11
IF DEFINED(ref .of fset[p,a,0] ) THEN
SET pallet. refs [p, a] = f rame. ref s [7] :TRANS( ref .of fset [p,a,0] , ref .of fset
END
END
FOR p = 6 TO 9
FOR 1 = 1 TO 4 0
IF DEFINED(loc.offset[p,l,0] ) THEN
SET location[p,l] = frame. ref s [p] :TRANS( loc . of fset [p, 1 , 0] , loc . of fse
END
END
END
; Handles the loc. of f set [ , , ] array.
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al.new.pallet(pallet . loc, entity. qty)
******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: March 16, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program resets the part quantity, row/column, and pallet age
in the pallet configuration array, anytime a new pallet is encountered.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
pallet. loc: requires the pallet location for which the new pallet check is
to be processed
entity. qty: returns the number of parts on the last pallet area checked
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
*****************************************************************************
AUTO REAL area, dummy, new. pallet, old
old = FALSE
new. pallet = FALSE
CALL ci.getpstat(pallet . loc, TRUE, entity. qty, dummy)
; Because the wait parameter is TRUE, this function will wait until controls
; indicates the presence of a pallet at 'pallet.
loc' before continuing.
CALL ci .getage(pallet . loc, new. pallet)
IF new. pallet == TRUE THEN
CALL p.setpartqty(pallet.loc, entity. qty)
CALL p. clearrow( pallet . loc )
CALL ci . setage(pallet . loc, old)
END
RETURN
.END
.PROGRAM al. next. loc (part. loc )
.******************************************************************************
; AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
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DATE: January 30, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program computes and returns the next location to which the
robot must move.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
part. loc: returns the next available location on the pallet.
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******************************************************************************
AUTO REAL area, column, current . tier , maxcolumns, maxrows, pallet. loc
AUTO REAL row, tier. rows, tiers, tier. temp, x.off, y.off, z.off
AUTO REAL x.loc, y.loc, z.loc, value, delta, epsilon, theta
AUTO LOC ref
CALL p.getloc(pallet . loc , area)
CALL p.getof fs(pallet . loc, area, x.off, y.off, z.off, ref)
CALL p.getf ield(pallet . loc, area, c.maxtiers, tiers)
CALL p.getrow(pallet . loc, area, row, column)
CALL p.getbounds(pallet . loc , area, maxrows, maxcolumns)
tier. rows = maxrows/t ier s ; This code segment determines when
tier. temp = row/tier . rows ; to proceed to the next tier.
IF INT( tier. temp) == tier. temp THEN
current. tier = tier. temp
ELSE
current. tier = INT( tier . temp)+l
END
CALL p.getf ield(pallet. loc, area, c. epsilon, epsilon)
IF epsilon <> 0 THEN
theta = ATAN2(eps ilon, (maxcolumns-1) *y .of f )
delta = ( (column-l)*y. off )*(SIN(theta)/COS( theta) )
ELSE
delta
END
This segment calculates the angle of difference
between the actual part location and the computed
location, given the maximum displacement.
x.loc = x.off* ( row-1 ) ; x,y,z offsets by which the reference
y.loc = -y .of f * (column-1 ) ; location is transformed; thus, a
z.loc = ( z.off * (current . tier-1) ) ; new part location is calculated.
SET part. loc = SHIFT! ref :TRANS(x. loc, y. loc, z. loc) BY -delta)
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al.op.assist(error , Serror .message, retry)
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: February 8, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program flags controls (the workcell operator), that a fatal
error has occurred at the robot cell. When the problem has been corrected,
and the menu is exited, the assist flag is reset to zero. In the menu, the
operator has the opportunity to terminate application program execution. That
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request is evaluated here.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
error: requires the number of the most recent error to stop normal
program execution
Serror.message: requires a concise verbal description of the most recent
error to stop normal program execution
retrv: requires retry = TRUE if the previous program step is to be
reattempted, (passed from "operator menu")
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
******************************************.**********************************
AUTO REAL stop
CALL ci.opstat(l, f.cpa) ; Flags operator assistance at the cell
CALL al.op.menu(error , Serror .message, retry, stop) ; controller and bring;
CALL ci.opstat(0, f.opa) ; Up a menu on the
; system terminal.
IF stop == TRUE THEN ; If "stop" = TRUE, program execution is
STOP ; terminated at this point
END
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al.op.menu(error , Serror .message, retry, stop)
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: February 8, 1990
ABSTRACT: This program allows the cell operator to utilize various steps
to correct a fatal error.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
error: requires the number of the most recent error to stop normal
program execution
Serror .message : requires a verbal description of the most recent error to
stop normal program execution
retry: returns retry = TRUE if the previous program step is to be
reattempted
stop: returns stop = TRUE if the operator chooses to terminate
execution cf the current program cycle
PROVISIONS: CAUTION should oe exercised by the operator before any menu
options are selected. The robot area must be clear of obstructions before
any moves are made.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
******************************************************************************
AUTO REAL part. qty, dummy, pallet. loc, present, proceed, repeat
AUTO REAL selection, purge, clear, safe, end, choice, debug, quit
AUTO Sselection, $mcp.message, Schoice
debug = FALSE
retry = FALSE
present = FALSE
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stop = FALSE
PCABORT 3 ; Aborts Task 3 and allows Task 0 to print to the screen
ATTACH (4) ; Makes the system terminal available for exclusive
; use by this program.
DO
TYPE /C24, /U23
TYPE /C5, /X15, "Application program error: ", Serror .message
TYPE "********************************************************************
TYPE /X32, "Option Menu", /B
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE /X20, " 1. Enable power/attach arm"
TYPE /X20, " 2. Abandon job!"
TYPE
TYPE
PROMPT " Please enter your selection : ", Schoice
TYPE
TYPE "*************************************************************"
choice = VAL(Schoice)
CASE choice OF
VALUE 1:
REACTE al. recover
ENABLE POWER
ATTACH ( )
debug = TRUE
VALUE 2:
TYPE /C24, /U12, /X22, "Are you sure (y/n)?", /S
quit = GETC(4)
IF (quit == ASCC'y")) OR (quit == ASC("Y")) THEN
stop = TRUE
END
ANY
TYPE /B, /C24, /U12, /X18, " Invalid input. Try Again. ", /S
TIMER (1) = 0
WAIT TIMER(l) < 2 ; The message is left on the screen for
END ; two seconds.
UNTIL (debug == TRUE) OR (stop == TRUE)
TYPE /C24
IF Stop == FALSE THEN
DO
TYPE /C24, /U23
TYPE /C5, /X15, "Application program error: ", Serror .message
TYPE *****************************************************************
TYPE /X32, "Option Menu", /B
TYPE
TYPE /X5, "CAUTION. . .clear work envelope prior to initiating menu optio
TYPE
TYPE /X20,
TYPE /X20,
TYPE /X20,
TYPE /X20,
TYPE /X20,
TYPE /X20,
TYPE /X20,
TYPE /X20,
TYPE /X20,
TYPE /X20,
TYPE /X20,
TYPE
1. Enable manual control
pendant"
2. Proceed"
' 3. Retry (ONLY after the PANIC BUTTON has been pressed)"
' 4. Purge pallet location
"
' 5. Release end
effector"
' 6. Grasp end
effector"
' 7. Open end
effector"
' 8. Close end
effector"
9. End job (replace tool to its
stand)"
10. Report error to 'error
queue'"
11. Abandon
job"
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TYPE " Please enter your selection : ", /CI
TYPE /X34, /U2, /S
PROMPT , Sselection
selection = VAL(Sselection)
CASE selection OF
VALUE 1:
TYPE /C24, /U12, /X18, "The manual control pendant is now active!"
TYPE /Ull, /X10, "Press the COMP/PWR key on the pendant to exit thi
Smcp.message = "Adjust robot. Press COMP/PWR when done."
CALL al . enable.mcp( Smcp.message)
TYPE /C24
VALUE 2:
TYPE /C24, /U12, /X25, "Are you sure (y/n)?", /S
proceed = GETC(4)
IF (proceed == ASC("y")) OR (proceed == ASCC'Y")) THEN
CALL al . tool.check(present, error, Serror .message)
END
VALUE 3:
TYPE /C24, /U12, /X25, "Are you sure (y/n)?", /S
repeat = GETC(4)
IF (repeat == ASC("y")) OR (repeat == ASCC'Y")) THEN
DEPART 100
retry = TRUE
CALL al . tool.check(present, error, Serror .message)
END
; The retry and proceed options will not allow the operator to exit the menu
; until the tool is replaced on the robot.
VALUE 4:
TYPE /C24 , /U20, "The following numbers correspond to conveyor pallt
TYPE /X26, "pallet F = 6"
TYPE /X26, "pallet G = 7"
TYPE /X26, "pallet H = 8"
TYPE /X26, "pallet I = 9"
PROMPT "Enter the number of the pallet to be purged: ", pallet. loc
TYPE /X22, "Are you sure (y/n)?", /S
purge = GETC(4)
IF (purge == ASC("y")) OR (purge == ASCC'Y")) THEN
CALL ci .purge(pallet.loc)
END
VALUE 5:
TYPE /C24 , /U12, /X18, "The manual control pendant is now active!"
TYPE /Ull, "Grab hold of the tool. Press the COMP/PWR key to actuate
Smcp.message = "Hold tool. Press COMP/PWR when ready."
CALL al . enable.mcp( Smcp.message)
CALL al. release. tool( )
VALUE 6:
TYPE /C24 , /U12, /X18, "The manual control pendant is now active!"
TYPE /Ull, "Manually position the tool. Press the COMP/PWR key to ac
Smcp.message = "Hold tool. Press COMP/PWR when ready."
CALL al. enable.mcp( Smcp.message)
CALL al. grasp. tool( )
VALUE 7:
SIGNAL s.ungrip
VALUE 8:
SIGNAL s.grip
VALUE 9:
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TYPE /C24, /U12, "Is the path to READY and the tool holder clear o
path = GETC(4)
IF (path == ASC("y")) OR (path == ASCC'Y")) THEN
SIGNAL s.ungrip
CALL al. stand. place( )
stop = TRUE ; Sets flag to terminate program execution
END
VALUE 10: ;gives operator the option to report a fatal error
CALL al . report. error (error , Serror .message)
VALUE 11:
TYPE /C24, /U12, /X22, "Are you sure (y/n)?", /S
end = GETC(4)
IF (end == ASC("y")) OR (end == ASCC'Y")) THEN
stop = TRUE ; Sets flag to terminate program execution
END
ANY
TYPE /B, /C24, /U12, /X18, " Invalid input. Try Again. ", /S
TIMER (1) =0
WAIT TIMER(l) < 2 ; The message is left on the screen for
END ; two seconds.
UNTIL (present == TRUE) OR (stop == TRUE)
TYPE /C24
END
DETACH (4) ; The system terminal is detached from use.
PCEXECUTE 3 (), 0, 0 ; Returns exclusive control of the screen to the
; Robot Command Menu
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al. pallet. check ( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: January 11, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program ensures that ALL pallets needed by the application
are at their specified locations before allowing the robot to either begin or
resume working. After the pallet arrives to its designated location, a part
quantity set by controls, is automatically input into the pallet
configuration array for eacn defined area on that pallet.
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
AUTO pallet. use[10]
AUTO REAL entity. qty
CALL p.getactive(pallet . use[] ) ; Finds out which conveyor locations
; are used for this application.
IF pallet. use[c. pallet. f] == TRUE THEN
CALL al. new. pallet(c. pallet. f , entity. qty)
END
IF pallet. use[c. pallet. g] == TRUE THEN
CALL al. new. pallet(c. pallet. g, entity. qty)
END
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IF pallet. use [c.pallet. h] == TRUE THEN
CALL al. new. pallet(c. pallet. h, entity. qty)
END
IF pallet. use [c.pallet . i] == TRUE THEN
CALL al. new. pallet(c. pallet. i, entity. qty)
END
RETURN
.END
.PROGRAM al.palletize( inspect . on, locate, part. loc, purge. request )
***************************************** ***********************_***************
AUTHORS: Marta Galuga
DATE: January 30, 1990
ABSTRACT: This program processes the "next" pallet location. If the location
is that of the last part on the pallet, a purge request flag is set and the
pallet is purged at the appropriate time within the program "process". If it
is found through inspection that a part is missing, another location will be
found. If vision is not on, it is assumed that the part is always present.
This program guarantees output of a "good" part location.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
inspect. on: requires a boolean value indicating true if the location is to
be inspected
locate: requires a boolean value indicating true if the part location
is to be returned
part. loc: returns the location of the next part to pick from
purge. request: returns TRUE if the pallet is to be purged at a later time
somewhere within the program "process"
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
******************************************************************************
AUTO REAL area, column, entity. qty, maxrows, maxcolumns
AUTO REAL pallet. loc, part. qty, part. there, row, count
CALL p.getloc(pallet. loc, area)
count = 0
DO
purge. request = FALSE
CALL p.getf ield(pallet. loc, area, c.partqty, part. qty)
IF part. qty <= 0 THEN ; check to see if pallet is empty
CALL ci .purge(pallet.loc)
END
CALL al.new.pallet(pallet.loc, entity. qty)
IF entity. qty > 0 THEN
DO
CALL p.getf ield(pallet. loc, area, c.partqty. part. qty)
IF part. qty == 0 THEN ; Check to see if any more
purge. request = TRUE ; parts are on the pallet.
ELSE
CALL p.getrow(pallet.loc, area, row, column)
CALL p.getbounds(pallet. loc, area, maxrows, maxcolumns)
IF (row > maxrows) THEN
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curge. request = TRUE
END
END
IF NOT purge. request THEN
CALL al. next. loc(part. loc)
CALL p.getpart(pallet. loc, area, Spart.name)
CALL al . inspection( inspect. on, locate, Spart.name, part. loc, pc
IF NOT part. there THEN
CALL al. par t. counter (pallet. loc, area) ;update parts counte
END
END
UNTIL (part . -r.ere OR purge . request )
ELSE
part. there = FALSE
END
UNTIL (part. there)
RETURN ; returns to
"process"
END
PROGRAM al.palletupdate( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ABSTRACT: This program calls al .part .counter to update active pallet
areas after each ouild cycle.
SIDE EFFECTS: Reads the global array pallet .conf ig []
8 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
AUTO pallet. loc, area
FOR pallet. loc = c.pallet. f TO c. pallet. i
FOR area = 1 TO 10
IF DEFINED(pa~let.conf ig[pallet. loc, area, 0] ) THEN
CALL al . part .counter (pallet. loc, area)
END
END
END
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al.part .counter (pallet . loc, area)
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ABSTRACT: This function increments the column number and decrements the part
quantity of the given pallet location and area.
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*******************************************************************************
AUTO value, column, -axcolumns, row
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CALL p.getf ield(pallet. loc, area, c.partqty, value)
value = value-1 ;The pallet part quantity is decremented / set
CALL p.setf ield(pallec. loc, area, c.partqty, value)
CALL p.getbounds(pallet. loc, area, maxrows, maxcolumns)
CALL p.getrow(pallet. _oc, area, row, column)
column = column+1 ;The row is incremented when all the
IF column > maxcolumns THEN ; columns have been traversed
column = 1
row = row+1
END
CALL p.setrow(pallet . loc, area, row, column)
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al.pick(part.loc)
********************* **********************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and the description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program directs the robot to pick up a part.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
part. loc: requires the location at which the pick operation is to be
performed
8 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
AUTO REAL area, pallet. loc, entity. qty
CALL p.getloc(pallet . _oc , area) ; identifies the current pallet and area
The program will wait for the arrival of a new pallet if one is not presently
in place. The correct par. quantity, row/column, and pallet age, will be set
if the pallet is new.
SIGNAL s.ungrip
APPRO part. loc, 50
BREAK
MOVE part. loc
BREAK
SIGNAL s.grip
TIMER 1=0
WAIT TIMER(l) > 0.25
DEPART 125
BREAK
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al.place(part. loc, release)
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
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ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program either places, or touches down a part.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
part. loc: requires a location where the operation should occur
release: requires a boolean value to indicate which function is to be
performed. If release is TRUE, the object will be placed,
otherwise it will be used as a "press" tool.
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*******************************************************************************
AUTO REAL area, pallet. loc, entity. qty
CALL p. getloc(pallet . loc , area) ; identifies the current pallet and area
; This program will wait for the arrival of a pallet if one is not presently in
; place. The correct part quantity, row/column, and pallet age, will be set if
; the pallet is new.
APPRO part. loc, 75
BREAK
MOVE part. loc
BREAK
IF release == TRUE THEN
SIGNAL s.ungrip
TIMER 1=0
WAIT TIMER(l) > 0.25
DEPART 100
ELSE
DEPART 100
END
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al. purge. pallet(build. qty, pallet. loc, purge. request )
tjk#jk44jk********************i***************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: January 17, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the edi'or(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program signals Controls to initiate a pallet purge at a
specified conveyor location.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
build. qty: requires an integer reflecting how many more assemblies are to
be built
pallet. loc: requires an integer reflecting the pallet location for which
purge condi-ions are to be evaluated
purge. request: requires a boolean indicating whether a purge request has been
set somewhere in the application process
8 Copyright 1990, Xerox Corporation
,************************
****** ************ ************ ************ ****
IF (purge. request == TRUE) AND (build. qty <> 1) THEN
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; The purge request flag for the pallet must be set TRUE, and the application
; must not be building its last part in order for a pallet purge operation to be
; initiated.
CALL ci .purge(pallet . loc)
END
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al. recover ()
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: December 16, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of
the revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program recovers the robot from any errors which suspend
normal program execution.
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*******************************************************************************
AUTO error, Serror .message, retry
error = ERROR(O) ; Associates a number and message with
Serror .message = $ERROR(error ) ; the error that caused program
; execution to come to a halt.
error = -error ; Only positive error numbers are sent to Controls
CALL al .op.assist(error , Serror .message, retry) ; fatal errors require
; operator assist
REACTE al. recover
IF retry == TRUE THEN ; The statement that caused the error will be
RETURN ; executed again.
ELSE
RETURNE ; Execution of the last-suspended program will resume at
END ; the step following the instruction causing the error.
END
PROGRAM al. release. tool ( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include dates and descriptions of the
revisions along with the ecitor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program releases the end-effector from the tool exchange
system.
8 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
SIGNAL 2026 ; Signal 2026 signals the release of the tool
TIMER 1=0
WAIT TIMER(l) > 1
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RETURN
.END
.PROGRAM al. report .error (error , Serror .message)
J*******************************************************************************
; AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
; DATE: December 8, 1989
; ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include dates and descriptions of the
; revision along with the editor(s) name.
; ABSTRACT: This program compiles all the necessary information to identify
; an error, and report it to controls via "ci.push". Error "identification"
; includes pallet location, row and column where the error occured, and a
; predefined error number. Only NON-FATAL errors are reported to this function.
; PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
; error: requires the number of the most recent error to stop normal
; program execution
; Serror .message: requires a concise verbal description of the most recent
; error to stop normal program execution
; 8 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
.*******************************************************************************
AUTO REAL area, column, pallet. loc, row, status
CALL p.getloc(pallet . loc, area)
CALL p. getrow( pallet . loc , area, row, column)
CALL ci . push(pallet . loc , error, area, row, column, status)
; Status is returned by controls as an indication of whether or not the
; reported error was successfully pushed onto the error queue.
WHILE (Status == FALSE) DO
WAIT
END
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al. stand. pick( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program picks a tool up from the tool stand.
PROVISIONS: There is a location defined "tool .holder
" located approximately
10 mm above the upper most rim of the lower half of the tool change system
after the prongs from the upper half are inserted safely into their mating
holes .
8 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
AUTO REAL dummy, error, flag, pallet . there, present
AUTO Serror .message
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flag = 0
CALL al.tool.check(present, error, Serror .message)
IF present == FALSE THEN
DO
CALL ci.getpstat(c. pallet. h, FALSE, dummy, pallet . there)IF flag == 0 THEN
READY
LEFTY
flag = 1
END
UNTIL pallet. there == TRUE
CALL p. setloc(c. pallet. h, c.area.l)
APPRO location[8,13] , 100
BREAK
SPEED 20
MOVE location[8,13]
BREAK
CALL al. grasp. tool ( )
CALL al. tool.chec.<(present, error, Serror .message)
; If the tool did not get picked up, the error is reported, and operator
; assistance is requested.
IF present == FALSE THEN
CALL al.op.assist(error, Serror .message, retry) ;flags operator assistai
IF retry == TRUE THEN
GOTO 10
END
END
DEPARTS 12
BREAK
SPEED 4 0
MOVES location[8,14]
BREAK
DEPART 180
BREAK
END
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al. stand. place( )
*********************************************************************444tTt4lk)t4Jt
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program replaces the tool to the tool stand.
PROVISIONS: There is a location defined "tool. holder" located approximately
10 mm above the upper most rim of the lower half of the tool change system
after the prongs from the upper half are inserted safely into their mating
holes.
8 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
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r***************************..****************^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
*H
^EAL dummy' error' fla^' Pallet. there, presentAUTO Serror .message
flag = 0
10 CALL al.tool.check(present, error, Serror .message)IF present == TRUE THEN
DO
CALL ci.get?st.at(c. pallet. h, FALSE, dummy, pallet . there )
IF flag == 0 THEN
READY
LEFTY
flag = 1
END
UNTIL pallet. there == TRUE
CALL p. setlocfc. pallet. h, c.area.l)
MOVE location[8,15]
BREAK
APPRO location[8,14] , 100
BREAK
MOVES location[8,14]
BREAK
SPEED 10
MOVES location[8,13]
BREAK
CALL al . release . tool( )
CALL al. tool.check(present, error, Serror .message)
; If the tool was not released, the error is reported, and operator assistance
; is requested.
IF present == TRUE THEN
CALL al.op.assist(error, Serror .message, retry) ;flags operator assistar
IF retry == TRUE THEN
GOTO 10
END
END
DEPART 200
BREAK
END
RETURN
END
PROGRAM al . tool . check ( present , error, Serror .message )
************************** *****************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: December 11, 1989
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the ecitor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program returns TRUE if the tool is on the robot, or FALSE
if it is missing.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
present: returns TRUE if the tool is on
error: returns the number of the most recent error
Serror .message : returns a concise verbal description of the most recent error
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; PROVISIONS: A signal ( i . too_ . line ) is dedicated for exclusive use by this
; function.
; 8 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
.*******************************************************************************
IF BITS(i. tool. line) <> 0 THEN
present = TRUE
error = 750
Serror .message = " Tool not detached "
ELSE
present = FALSE
error = 751
Serror .message = " Tool not attached "
END
RETURN
.END
Appendix F
Writing Applications
Writing Applications
THE APPLICATION STRUCTURE
The purpose of this module is to define a generic, modular structure for
writing FAS robot application programs. A robot application program
defines the actions, moves, and sequences that a robot must follow in order
to accomplish a given task, (ie. building a subassembly). Programs in this
module should only concern themselveswith the overall task of building a
particular assembly. They are specific to the application for which they are
used. Subroutines in the applications library, on the other hand, are
completely independent of application and should be used to perform tasks
common to all application programs, or repeated many times within the
same application. The communication functions are used to perform
messaging with the cell controller. They are common to all application
programs.
This program structure is designed to minimize application set up time, by
limiting the amount of code that needs to be written, rewritten, and
debugged. By reducing the application programming cycle, more time can
be concentrated on areas such as tooling and process design. Also,
tremendous benefits can be realized from lower investments in such areas as
usertraining, and system maintenance.
OPERATION AND USE
Software written for any application has four distinct parts. Within this
model, these parts are actual programs for which the primary functions are
described below.
a) definitions:
- initializes soft signals, reacte functions, pallet configuration
structure
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b) set.up:
- sets program speed
- checks to see whether all pallets are present
- checks to see whether the appropriate tool is present.. .if not,
proceeds to get it
c) build. loop:
- sets the build quantity
tabulates successful builds
- calls PROCESS to coordinate the build of one complete assembly
d) finish.up:
shuts down operation
The above programs satisfy their objectives via calls to the applications
library, and communication interface.
Towrite an application using this software, the programmer must complete
the following steps:
* The (page numbers) below correspond to the source code listing included
in this Appendix.
1 . Place the "System
Disk" into drive a.
2. LOAD a:exapplic.pg from the disk drive into memory.
3. Rename a.assembly.name, (page 1) to "a. new application name and
robot number
" This is the main assembly program. All other
programs are called from this one.
RENAME a. your program name + robot number = a.assembly.name
Examples: RENAME a.gear = a.assembly.name
RENAME a.pawl = a.assembly.name
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4. SEE definitions (page 2). Add any additional input or soft signals
needed by your application to those already listed here.
5. SEE setup (page 4). Only editthis program if there are modifications to
be made to the robot's physical set up configuration, (ie., a tool
transformation or a change to righty mode from lefty).
NOTE: The location tool.holder is used extensively by the programs in the
applications library. It is a location approximately 10mm above the
uppermost rim of the lower half of the tool change system after the
prongs from the upper half are inserted safely into their mating
holes.
SEE build. loop (page 1) and finish.up (page 2). Only edit these
programs if enhancements to their basic functions are needed, (ie.,
displaying the good / bad build information on the system terminal
from build.loop).
SEE process (page 3). Process demonstrates the correct code and
sequence of commands needed for each portion of the build assembly
pertaining to a single pallet location. (Refertothe "Basic Flow of
Process
flowchart" included in this appendix. This flowchart further
illustrates the essential components of process in their logical sequence
for each pallet location used during the build.) For examples of how
the code is to be written for complete assemblies, turn to the gear.v2
program in Appendix D. Notice that the gear process program also
follows the "Basic Flow of
Process" flowchart.
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The application programmers task is to rewrite process to build one
complete assembly of the new product. This task is accomplished
using the following sequence of steps.
a) CALL p.setloc (pallet location, pallet area). Change its parameter
variables (pallet location, pallet area) to indicate the location of
the next pallet area to which the end effector is heading priorto
initiating a move command. This allows for exact identification
of the location of an error to controls by al.report.error in the
applications library module should the robot crash during the
move.
* The pallet location is represented by the global constant
c.pallet.x, where x is the conveyor location f, g, h, i illustrated on
the robot workspace diagram included in this appendix. The
global constant for the pallet area, c.area.x, has x as a number
(ie., 1,2,3, etc.) corresponding to a unique section of parts
found on the pallet. Step 7a), calling p.setloc, is done everytime
the robot end effector is about to be moved.
b) CALL al. palletize (inspect, pallet location, pallet area) to return
the next Dart location for a particular pallet area. Adjust its
parameters to reflectwhether you are using visual inspection to
determine part presence / absence, and where you are working
on the conveyor. This step is done everytime a new part location
is to be calculated.
c) CALL al.pick (part location) or al.place (part location) to perform
your pick and place operations. Fill in the appropriate
parameter. This step is done everytime a pick or place operation
is needed.
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d) CALL al.purge.pallet (build quantity, pallet location, purge flag).
The purge flag will be evaluated at this time. If it is set high by
palletize, the palletwill be flagged for immediate purge by
controls. This step is done at least once for each pallet used for
the assembly.
Repeat steps 7 a) - 7 d) for each conveyor location and area where parts
are accessed.
8. Write "intermediate step"programs. These "intermediate steps",
(refer back to "The Basic Flow of Process" flowchart) are operations
specificto a particular assembly. For an example, turn to the
clip.operation program in the gear.v2 source code listing found in
Appendix D. Obviously, if you read the abstract for this clip.operation
program, you recognize that it will be omitted for any application
other than this example gear.v2 prototype.
9. Debug process. The compilation of call statements should coordinate
the build of a complete single assembly.
10. Store these programs in a single application file on disk or on the hard
drive. Your application software is now complete.
STORE a:your program name + robot number
EXAMPLES: STORE a:gear
STORE a :pawl
BASIC FLOW OF
"PROCESS"
Call pallet purge
Set pallet location and area
Intermediate steps'
Call
"Palletize"
returns next location
- sets purge request
Intermediate steps"
I Cal I pick/ place
Intermec ate steps'
i Repeat steps fornext pallet location
ROBOTWORKSPACE
Robotworkspace and pallet locations .
D C B
F
G 1
Q
F = 6
G = 7
H = 8
1 = 9
H
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.PROGRAM a. assembly. name( )
***************************.. **************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This is the main assembly program. It coordinates all the
operations essential to running and controlling an application.
Specifically, all necessary programs / variables are initialized, the robot
is readied, the build loop is executed, and the operation is shut down at job
completion.
; 8 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
;*********************************************************************** ********
CALL definitions! )
CALL set.up( )
CALL build. loop( )
CALL finish. up( )
RETURN
END
PROGRAM build. loop()
a******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: January 17, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program is the main build loop. After receiving its build
order, the programs necessary to coordinate the assembly are called.
Successful / nonsuccessful builds are tracked. At the end of each
assembly, controls has the opportunity to modify the speed of operation or
stop building completely.
9 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
*******************************************************************************
AUTO build. qty, good. builds, bad. builds, status
bad. builds = 0
CALL ci.cycles(TRUE, build. qty)
WHILE (build. qty <> 0) DO
CALL process(build.qty)
; Status is an indicator of successful / nonsuccessful builds.
; The operator interface screen (ie. making the operator physically input the
; status of the assembly after he/she has corrected whatever error was brought
to his/her attention) is a potential source of acquiring
"true" build status.
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status = TRUE ; Until a means of determining the "true" build
; status is found, status will always be true.
IF Status == TRUE THEN
good. builds - good . builds+1
ELSE
build. qty = build. qty-1
5
bad. builds = bad. builds+1
END
Present count of successful
assemblies .
Remaining assemblies to build.
; Present count of unacceptable
; assemblies.
; Presently, good / bad build information is tabulated, but not used. The
; programmer may later decide to display this information on the system
; terminal.
CALL ci . succ( status )
CALL ci .cstop( )
CALL ci . speed ( spd )
SPEED spd ALWAYS
; This function signals the success
; or failure of a build to controls.
; This function allows controls to stop the
; application at the end of a build cycle.
; This function allows controls to adjust
; the speed of assembly after each build.
END
RETURN
END
PROGRAM def initions( )
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: October 1, 1989
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the editor(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program initializes the pallet configuration routine / reacte
functions, and defines all application soft / input signals.
9 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
.*#?****** *************** ********************************************* ********<
REACTE al. recover
i. tool. line = 1002
s.grip = 2025
s.ungrip = -2025
RETURN
END
PROGRAM finish.up()
; A program designed to recover the robot from
; errors.
A signal dedicated exclusively to
"al. tool. check" for verification of tool
presence.
; Signals used to close / open the end effector
; fingers.
************ *******************************************************************
; AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
; DATE: October 1, 1989
ZFA3: [GALUGA] EXAPPLIC.PG;! 24-MAY-1990 16:09:57.07
; ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
; revision along with the ediior(s) name.
; ABSTRACT: This program returns the tool to the tool holder and replaces the
; robot to its READY position at the end of a completed job.
; 9 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
********************************************************************************
CALL al . stand . place { )
; Standard operation is to replace the tool to its tool holder at the end of a
; job.
READY
RETURN
.END
.PROGRAM process(build.qty)
*******************************************************************************
AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
DATE: January 17, 1990
ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
revision along with the ediior(s) name.
ABSTRACT: This program coordinates the order of instructions / operations
needed for the build of one complete assembly, evaluates the purge pallet
request flag , and drives part presence inspections.
PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS:
build. qty: requires an integer reflecting how many more assemblies are to
be built
PROVISIONS: The application programmer specifies both the pallet location and
area on the pallet where the -ext robot move will occur. This information is
used to track the exact location of the manipulator in case an error is
reported to controls. This way, the operator is directed dead on to the
problem for a speedy diagnosis.
; 3 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
.*******************************************************************************
AUTO inspect, purge. f, purge. g, purge. h, purge. i
AUTO LOC g. part. loc, new . g . par t . loc, h. part. loc, i. part. loc
purge. f = FALSE
purge. g = FALSE
purge. h = FALSE
purge . i = FALSE
inspect = TRUE
CALL ci .control( 1, vision. on, debug) ; Inquires controls whether
;
"debug"
mode is activated.
The variable
"inspect" is used interchangeably with the variable "debug" as
the first parameter in the
"pailetize" function call. "Inspect is used for
those areas of the build process where inspection will always be desired,
provided vision is available.
"Debug" is used for those areas where
insoection is only appropriate in debug mode, (ie. after recovering from
pallet routing or part missing problems, etc.) The default setting for
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"debug" is FALSE. During times when 100% inspection of the process is
warranted, Controls will sen "debug" to TRUE via the "ci function.
If visual inspection is not ^sed, the part will automatically be assumed
present.
The following calls demonstrate the pick, place, and purge operation for
pallet location g. This is the basic logical sequence of events which must
be performed for each conveyor location used for a particular application.
"al. purge. pallet" , is an exceptional case. It must be called, but depending
on the build process, its call statement may be placed anywhere in the
latter portion of the program.
CALL p. setloc(c. pallet . g, c.area.l)
; Controls is informed that the end effector will work on pallet g, area 1 next.
CALL al .palletize( inspect, g. part. loc, purge. g)
; Palletize is used to return the location of the next part to be picked up on
; pallet. g.
CALL al . pick(g. part. loc )
; Al.pick coordinates the open and close movements of the tool to pick up the
; part.
CALL p. setloc(c .pallet . h, c.area. 3)
; Controls is informed that the end effector will work on pallet h, area 3 next.
CALL al .place(gear .pi, TRUE)
; Al. place coordinates the open and close movements of the tool to place the
; part.
CALL al. purge. pallet( build. qty , c. pallet. g, purge. g)
; If the purge flag is set high by palletize, indicating that the part is the
; last one on the pallet, the pallet will be purged at this time.
RETURN
.END
.PROGRAM set. up ( )
; AUTHOR: Marta Galuga
; DATE: October 1, 1989
; ADD REVISION HISTORY HERE: Please include the date and description of the
; revision along with the editor(s) name.
; ABSTRACT: This program sets the robot up for build execution. Specifically,
'; program speed is set, a checx is made to ensure that all pallets are present,
; and the tooling is picked up.
3 Copyright 1989, Xerox Corporation
TOOL NULL
ACCEL 80, 40
LEFTY
CALL ci.speed(spd) ; Acquires / sets program speed for present job.
SPEED spd ALWAYS
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CALL al .pallet .check ( ) ; Waits for the arrival of all necessary pallets
; prior to allowing the robot to begin working.
CALL al . stand . pick ( ) ; Acquires proper tool from stand.
RETURN
.END
Appendix G
World to Pallet Coordinate System
Transformation Calculations
* NOTE: X, Y, Z, dimensions are recorded in millimeters.
Sample Calculation
World to Pallet Coordinate Transformation
1) Find an equation for the plane determined by the points:
pinptsC7,03 = pin 0
pinpts[7,l] = pin 1
pinpts[7,21 = pin 2
X
309.222
645.116
304.503
Y
-146.418
198.083
193.395
Z
212.696
212.768
210.892
The position vectors of pinptsC7,0], pinptsC7,l], pinptsC7,21
and an arbitrary point P(x,y,z) in the required plane are
respectively:
rT = 309.222 i - 146.418 j * 212.696 k
f8 = 645.116 i t- 198.083 j + 212.768 k
r^ = 304.503 i * 193.395 j * 210.892 k
r =xi + yj + zk
The vectors PP = r - r,, PePt = re - r, , and P3Pi = r3 - r, all
lie in the required plane, so that
<r - r ) " <re - rt ) x <r3 - ri ) = 0
is the equation that analytically describes this plane.
Furthermore,
r - rt = (x
re
r3
<re - r, ) x (r3
309.222)i + <y + 146.418)j + (z - 212.696)k
r, = 335.894 i * 344.501 j - 0.072 k
r, = - 4.718 i * 339.813 j - 1.804 k
r, ) = - 646.016 i + 605.715 J + 115,766.8 k
Equation of plane [7]
646.016 x + 605.715 y + 115,766.8 z - 24,334,719.33 = 0
A z
frame. reT '7] = pinpts[7,0]
npts(7,2]
Plane [7]
2) Determine the distance from the point pallet.refs7,ll to
plane C7D.
pallet, refsf.7,1]
X
303.494 -155.273
Z
517.390
The distance from a point (xt , yt , z, ) to the plane
Ax + By + Cz + D = 0
is given by l__A_x, - By, * Cz, D I which in this case is:
/A + B8 + Ca
-646.02-303.49 * 605.72--155.27 * 115.766.8-517.39 - 24.334.719.331
/(-646.016)8 ? (605.715)4 + (115,766.8)a
The required distance is thus ref .offsetC7, 1,21 = 304.671
pallet.refs[7,1]
ref.offs6t[7,1,2]
Distance from Pallet. refsC7, 13 to Plane C7]
3) Find the equation of the line through point pallet. refsC7, 13
perpendicular to plane [73.
Let 1 be a line with direction vector (a,b,c) and let
Po = (x0 , y0 , z0 ) be the given point. The equation of the plane
through P0 and perpendicular to 1 is:
a(x - x0 ) + b(y - y0 ) + c(z - z0 ) = 0.
Direction vector 1 has components (-596.83, 645.39, 115,619.97),
and so the parametric equation of line P(t) is:
P(t> = (303.49, -155.27, 517.39) +- t(-646.02, 605.72, 115,766.8)
4) Find the point of intersection between P(t) and plane [73.
To solve, find t such that P(t) lies in plane [73. The equation
of plane [73 is Ax + By + Cz + D = 0. The parametric equations
of line P(t) are x = xG * at, y = y0 + bt, and z = z0 * ct. Solve
A(x0 + at) + B(y0 + bt) + C(z0 + ct) + D = 0 for t.
P(t) = (303.49 - 646.02t, -155.27 + 605.72t, 517.39 * 115,766.8t)
-646.016 (303.494 - 646.02t) + 605.715 (-155.273 + 605.715t)
+ 115,766.8 (517.39 + 115,766.8t) = 24,334,719.33
t = - 0.00263
Now, substituting t into the equation for P(t) yields:
P(t) = 305.194, -156.867, 212.728
5) Determine the unit vectors parallel to r3 - re and r3 - r~,
r3 - r = - 340.613 i - 4.688 j - 1.876 k
r3 - r\ = " 4.718 i + 339.813 j - 1.804 k
(r3 - r. ), = -340.613
lra - r* ' V(-340.613)a + (-4.688)* + (-1.876)8
<r3 - re )y = ^4^688
r3 - re I /(-340.613)8 * (-4.68S)4 * (-1.876)8
(ra - re ). = -1.876
1r3 - r8 I /(-340.613)8 + (-4.688)" + (-1.876)8
Unit vector u3 e = - 0.9998 i - 0.0138 j - 0.0055 k
<r3 - r, ). = -4.718
lr3 - r, I J (-4.718)" * (339.813)* + (-1.804)*
(r3 - r. )y = ^__ 339.813
lr3 - r, I /T::4T7X8T8_^ "133978
(r3 - r, ), = -1.804
lr3 - r, I /(-4.718)8 + (339.813)8 *
Unit vector uTi = - 0.0139 i + 0.9999 j - 0.0053 k
6) Establish a vector between point P(t) and frame.refs[73 on
plane[73.
X Y Z
frame. refs[73 309.222 -146.418 212.696
P(t> 305.194 -156.867 212.728
frame. refs[73 - P(t) = + 4.028 i + 10.449 j - 0.0320 k
7) Determine the x and y offsets from frame. refs[73 to P(t) along
planeC73.
Dot unit vector u3 with the vector P(t) - frame. refs[73 to
determine the x offset (ref .offset[7,l,03).
Unit vector u3 e = - 0.9998 i - 0.0138 j - 0.0055 k
P(t) - frame. refs[73 = + 4.028 i + 10.449 j - 0.0320 k
ref.offset[7, 1,03 = - 4.170
Dot unit vector u3 i with the vector P(t> - frame. refs[73 to
determine the y offset (ref .offset[7,l,13).
Unit vector u3 , = - 0.0139 i
* 0.9999 j - 0.0053 k
P(t) - frame. refst73 = f 4.028 i + 10.449 j - 0.0320 k
ref .offset[7, 1,13 = 10.392
A z
a
pallet.refs[7,1]
tref.ofrset(7,1,2J'
ref.o-^set[7,1,1l
npts|7,1]
pinpts[7,2)
Y
Completed Transformation to Pallet Coordinates
Appendix H
Lotus Offset Calculation Spreadsheet
NOTE: X, Y, Z, dimensions are recorded in millimeters.
ROBOT 31 GEAR APPLICATION LOCATIONS
X Rotation
LOCATIONS REFERENCED TO PLANE [73
pallet.refs[7,13
ref.offsetC7, 1,03
ref.offsetC7, 1,13
ref.offsetC7, 1,23
ref.offsetC7, 1,33
303.4941 -155.273 517.3902
-4.17046
10.39238
-304.671
-0.868
179.132
pallet.refsC9, 13
ref.offsetC9,1,03
ref.offset[9, 1,13
ref.offsetC9,l,23
ref.offset[9, 1,33
127.7071 -629.318 508.3512
-186.511
481.9069
-294.133
-51.185
128.815
LOCATIONS REFERENCED TO PLANE [83
assembly.pk
loc.offset [8, 1,03
loc.offsetca, 1,13
loc.offsettS, 1,23
loc.offset[8, 1,33
clear. in
loc.offsetC8,2,03
loc.offsetca,2,13
loc.offsetCB,2, 23
loc.offsetca,2, 33
clear.out
loc.offsetCB,3,03
loc.offsetCB,3, 13
loc.offsetca,3, 23
loc.offsetC8,3,33
clip.pl
loc.offsetCB,4,03
loc.offsetca,4,13
loc.offsetC8,4,23
loc.offsetCB,4, 33
cup.pk
-105.602 -312.605 531.532
314.0244
-314.168
-318.337
-86.838
-217.89 -424.013 532.5702
200.8617
-203.697
-319.526
-106.199
-151.231 -485.546 537.3459
267.0493
-141.597
-323.874
-106.267
-107.533 -314.707 559.7991
312.1887
-312.006
-346.606
-92.781
-200.876 -273.842 559.6966
93.162
73.801
73.733
87.219
103.573
loc.offsetca,5, 03
loc.offsetCB,5, 13
loc.offsetCS,5, 23
loc.offsetC8,5,33
cup.pl
loc.offsetC8,6,03
loc.offsetca,6, 13
loc.offsetca,6,23
loc.offsetca,6, 33
gear.pl
loc.offsetca,7, 03
loc.offsetca,7, 13
loc.offsetca,7, 23
loc.offsetca,7, 33
housing.pl
loc.offsetca,8,03
loc.offset[a,8,13
loc.offset[8,8,23
loc.offset[8,8,33
slide. in
219.1725
-353.648
-346.983
-76.427
-106.699 -314.327 575.221
313.0863
-312.338
-362.026
-92.875
-103.926 -317.959 526.1243
315.6364
-308.815
-312.909
-266.584
-105.51 -314.128 536.4959
314.1241
-312.631
-323.297
-79.028
-204.64 -435.638 534.3032
87.125
-86.584
100.972
73.484
loc.offset[8,9,03
loc.offsetca,9, 13
loc.offsetC8,9,23
loc.offset[8,9,33
slide.out
214.0262
-191.957
-321.175
-106.516
-170.888 -469.647 531.7368 73.713
loc.offset[8, 10,03
loc.offset[8,10,13
loc.offset[8, 10,23
loc.offset[8,10,33
spreader. pk
loc.offset[8, 11,03
loc.offset[8,ll,13
loc.offset[8, 11,23
loc.offset[8,ll,33
spreader.pl
loc.offsetC8r12,03
loc.offsetca, 12,13
loc.offsetC8,12,23
loc.offsetCB, 12,33
247.4977
-157.674
-318.385
-106.287
-65.4477 -395.066 558.8168
353.6315
-231.301
-345.244
-27.063
-103.998 -313.598 557.7486
315.7236
-313.091
-344.545
-24.25
152.937
155.75
tool.holder -342.067 -573.304 550.0721 -134.578
-136.444
28.84
loc.offsetC8,13,03 = 75.57616
loc.offsetCB,13, 13 = -55.3979
loc.offsetCB, 13,23 = -337.124
loc.offsetC8,13,33 = -314.578
tool.out -343.624 -436.371 558.648
loc.offsetca, 14,03 = 75.1381
loc.offsetCa,14,13 = -192.317
loc.offsetca, 14,23 = -346.07
loc.offsetCB, 14,33 = -316.444
tool.safe -95.9381 -492.133 760.9979
loc.offsetCS, 15,03 = 323.1717
loc.offsetC8,15,13 = -133.948
loc.offsetCS, 15,23 = -547.286
loc.offsetCS, 15,33 = -151.16
pallet. refsC8, 23 -230.085 -409.192 517.8793 75.687
ref.offsetca,2, 03 = 188.727
ref.offsetCB,2, 13 = -218.658
ref.offsetca,2, 23 = -304.923
ref.offsetC8,2,33 = -104.313
pinptsC7,03 309.2215 -146.418 212.696
pinptsC7,13 645.1158 198.0832 212.7679
pinptsC7,23 304.5033 193.3954 210.8917
frame. refsC73 309.2215 -146.418 212.696
r - rl = x -309.222 y ? 146.418 z -212.696
x y z
r2 - rl = plnptsC7,13 - pinptsC7,03 = 335.8943 344.5012 0.0719
r3 - rl = pinptsC7,23 - plnptsC7,03 = -4.7182 339.8134 -1.8043
r3 - r2 = pinptsC7,23 - pinptsC7,13 = -340.613 -4.6878 -1.8762
<r2 - rl) x <r3 - rl) = -646.016 605.7148 115766.8
x y z constant
Equation of plane C73 = -646.016 605.7148 115766.8 -2.4E+07
Unit vector r3 - r2 = -0.99989 -0.01376 -0.00551
Unit vector r3 - rl = -0.01388 0.999911 -0.00531
pinptsC8,03 -415.863 -630.225 212.8019
pinpts[8,13 -78.5902 -287.273 213.2309
pinpts[8,23 -418.699 -289.968 211.8876
frame.refs[83 -415.863 -630.225 212.8019
r - rl = x 415.863 y 630.225 z -212.802
x y z
r2 - rl = pinptsC8,13 - pinptsC8,03 = 337.2728 342.952 0.429
r3 - rl = pinptsC8,23 - pinptsC8,03 = -2.836 340.257 -0.9143
r3 - r2 = pinpts[8,23 - pinpts[8,13 = -340.109 -2.695 -1.3433
<r2 - rl) x <r3 - rl) = -459.531 307.1519 115732
x y z constant
Equation of plane [83 = -459.531 307.1519 115732 -2.5E+07
Unit vector r3 - r2 = -0.99996 -0.00792 -0.00395
Unit vector r3 - rl = -0.00833 0.999969 -0.00269
